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Chapter 1: Hello

In America in the late 1970's thru early 1980's, it
was the decade i escaped alive from the Army Medical
Corps, escaped alive from a month in Army Jail, signed
up for a leadership role among the Neo-Pagans, and made
a Tarot deck as activist equipment.  I have felt myself to
be a Soldier Of The Lady ever since.

Now grown old, i have become a poet blogger too,
and from that blog these pages are emerging.

It's all largely in opposition to this brutal civili -
zation we live in, but that opposition led me to the love
of Humankind.

My earliest memory of feeling the fullness of my
love was in  a  Neo-Pagan introductory class.   Students
were asked to list differences between our religion and
the Christianity around us.  I  thought and wrote:   “We
are pro-human.”

I  had  been  a  non-commissioned  officer  in  the
medical  corps.   I  had  led  my  field  ambulance  squad
into pacifist resistance against the godawful racist class-
ist  imperial war,  and the army found a way to kill one
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of my guys for it.  Of course that was in my mind when
i wrote “We are pro-human.”

In that  decade and those since,  i've created lots
of poems and 3 Tarot decks, much of it as activist equip-
ment.

May i briefly describe my three Tarots?  They are
my companions.

Rest assured, this book is designed for you to use
with any Tarot deck, and, to a lesser extent, with all such
tools  we  Humans use.  But i  must focus most on what i
know best.

My first  deck  was  created  in  18  months  during
1979 and 1980.  I designed it to learn Tarot well myself,
and teach others the fundamentals.

Something i didn't know then is that Revolutionary
Mexico used a similar strategy to spread literacy among
their population.  Anyway, one-on-one using that deck,
i've taught something near a hundred people the basics
of reading cards.

By the way, that deck's design is permeated with
Oriental Spirituality, which was flooding America at that
time, and beginning the liberation of my country's impris-
oned capitalist soul.

Also: Simple Tarot was made during several years
i moved from my adopted New England back to my birth
place in Texas, USA.  There the shamanic landscape was
like northern Mexico, adding more cultural depth.

Many years passed, then for the second deck i stud-
ied Modern Painting.  Why?

I suddenly discovered painting is a natural mode
of expression for me.  And i fell in love with Vincent Van
Gogh.  He is Christlike to me, except his death was not
suicide, contrary to the myth.  Every praise you can heap,
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like the bouquets of his visions, on that pro-human artist
is well deserved.

Soldiering had worn off of me a bit, and i hoped
to see what could be done by combining his line of com-
passionate work with mine.

Now i must reveal that for all those years i made a
living as a software engineer.  Of course in the capitalist
sense, that paid for these other efforts, but engineering
skills contributed mightily to my real life's work.

For example, i could look at a Van Gogh painting
and  see  how  it  was  done,  enough  to  stumble  thru  an
imitation.   So for two years i  studied him, and several
others,  intently,  by  this  method  of  imitation,  with  the
soul of the work remaining mine.

It should not have been surprising then, at the two
year mark, to look around and realize a Modern Art Tarot
was almost there.   So then i ask: What's the good of a
Modern Art Tarot?

Its pulsing freedom of color and shape shattering
containers, freeing powerful emotion.  Taking it out to read
for myself is like a powerful drink.

I've found that this deck, like Modern Art itself,
is not for everyone.  I realize that it was made to set me
free.

And  after  that,  the  twelve  years  of  experiment
required to make my third Tarot began.

It too is Modern Art, but a different kind resembling
film noir movies, and much more carefully crafted.
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Chapter 2:
You Probably Don't Need To Memorize Card

Meanings

Important: This is ONLY true in our culture's current
situation,  where  there’s  a  multitude  of  decks,  in  many
designs, on the web for you to choose from.

For example, this morning i looked on the site where
i self-publish and saw 425 Tarots and other oracle decks on
offer.  By noon there might be several more.

In  other  situations,  you  DO  need  to  memorize
meanings,  unless  your  psychic  ability  is  already well
developed, so you hear cards talking to you. 

But if you're struggling to understand them, and it's
possible for you to shop online, all you need to do is this:
Find a deck where you can actually read the cards. 

Tarot is our culture's favorite method of divination,
and now that self-publishing is available on-line, artists
can offer their best work without an editor intervening.
Some of their products are right for you.

And hey, maybe what you want is a deck similar
to Tarot, like maybe Lenormand?

But what do i mean, to simply read the cards?
I mean it in this sense: When you look at the cards,

you see they say true things about Human life.
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When  you’re  shopping,  that  must  be  your  first
criteria.  In an extremely close fit, this might even spill
over  into your auditory sense,  so that  you almost hear
them whisper.

Then when you use that deck, the cards will deepen
your understanding with every question they answer, and
you may feel your world widening.

But there are two other important criteria:
Criteria 2:

Your deck must be complete.
That is to say: It should be able to tell every story
in Human life.  But how to guess this when you’re
shopping?
Maybe the most common incompleteness is this:  A 
deck that’s too happy or too sad, excessively optimis-
tic or pessimistic, then obviously it can’t tell every
Human story.  So i'm suggesting you should reject
such decks.

Criteria 3:
Your deck must fit your morals.
Example: If a deck’s images are very violent it’s def-
initely not for me.

Too often in this over-abundance, an aspiring reader
will buy a deck that has an interesting theme or art style.
But then while working hard at readings, they'll just be
fumbling constantly with the booklet, and finally give up.

Yes, there are situations where you must simply
persevere.

But nowadays, if you can shop online, and if you
know how to shop, then you can find a deck, or more than
one, that you can pick up and read.

Then your practice, practice, practice, practice, will
likely go well, and your psychic skills develop.
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Chapter 3: Ambulance Ride

Mental telepathy is real, usually safe,

and often profound.

I want to just tell a little story,
involving Mental Telepathy,
that’s one of my Army Adventures,
and scarcely believable to me at that time,
which i feel makes this point of
Safe and Profound.

One  night  me  and  a  New  Guy  in  the  Ambu-
lance Squad, me being Corporal, we two saved
a soldier  from freezing, by finding the soldier
and  delivering  to  hospital  efficiently,  in  chal-
lenging  conditions,  up  on  a  vast  mountainous
Military Maneuver Range.

Well, driving back thru the night, to our assigned
position, a long bumpy ride on blacked-out roads
of frozen rutted mud, we had a penetrating and
profound telepathic conversation,

New Guy and Corporal Me,
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that  i,  so  physically  absorbed  into  the  wheel,
throttle, clutch, and so emotionally uplifted by
our  very  excellent  achievement,  and  so  intel -
lectually  committed  to  a  rookie  fresh  out  of
training,  and my senses  so open to the deadly
night, to find our way,

and the vehicle so poorly heated,

all like a floating dream, yet i knew it was some-
thing unexplained and very real.

Somehow, New Guy didn’t talk, or hardly ever,
while, for sure sounding like an idle disjointed
rambling chat, i felt i answered every comment
of his before he spoke, while my Inner Vision
beheld, far off, new vistas of Wisdom.

My Soul was expanded, very TENSE

and AWAKE;
So i made every turn, and brought us back safe,
and the Sun came up in time to thaw our bones.

Nowadays, any thought this wasn’t Real is very
long gone.  Actually that skill, Hearing What’s
ALMOST Said, you can be sure for me it happens
regularly  now,  at  some  point  of  almost  every
divination  session,  even persisting  a  bit  after -
ward, talking with others.

Here’s how i understand this:
Rather like a Wheelbarrow of Story,
or a Movie full of Intimacies,
when someone has a Bucket of Words,
if it is intended for you,
they might project and you might receive.
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So, is it true Mental Telepathy’s often Profound?

For my favorite exposition, from Experience,

of How This Works, What It Feels Like,

and Why It Can Find VAST WISDOM,

please see a later chapter;

It involves Song Birds.

So, why say Telepathy’s only “usually” Safe?:

The Corrupt Entertainment Stars,
Horrible Hypnotic Fascist Politicians,
Glorious Commanders of Patriotic Wars,
all the Random Abusive Psychopaths as well,
all make use of whatever telepathic skills they 
have, and we all know too very well, what 
horrors they can wreak.

Well, see you later.
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Chapter 4: The Substance Of Reality

I hit a child with my car.  It was a big heavy car
and a little boy running out into the street to chase a ball.

The boy,  in my visual impression,  looked about
six or seven, but tall  and thin for that,  in one of those
growing spurts you get before you’re ten.

It  was  a  crowded  suburban  neighborhood.   The
place  was  grassy  green  and  shaded  with  trees  but  the
neatly  kept  houses  were  crowding  close  behind  small
front yards, so there was very little space for the child-
ren of the neighborhood to throw a ball.

The street was also long and narrow and even lined
on both sides with parked cars crowded nose to tail so
the child’s view of that street where he lived his life was
very closed.

I was already standing on the brake, and the brake
was working, and in fact my big heavy car was then ex-
actly stopping, exactly when the child reappeared on my
right from between two parked cars where I had seen him
disappear an age-long moment before, his face now appear-
ing  in  the  lower  right  corner  of  my windshield  where
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nothing should have been while I was moving, his inno-
cent  beautiful  face  still  utterly  absorbed  in  thoughts
about the utterly innocent life that he was leading here
and about that damn ball he was chasing

And then this lovely child vanished.

My car was in the last few inches of its stopping
at the time when he was struck, but he was struck as if
by lightening.

He was thrown out of his shoes a little way ahead
and then from there had run on across the street  to sit
down on the curbing stone.  There, after leaping from my
car, I would find him sitting deep in shock, wordless and
unmoving.

No blood was to be seen and yet the innocent beauty
that was in this face before was now being overcome, as
if the moving shadow of a cloud was in him now, a cloud
of creeping death, for he sat there staring straight ahead
and deeply pale but flushed and catching puffs of breath
in little gasps.

They rushed him to a hospital.  He was treated and
released.  I was not there, of course, but waiting by the
telephone at home till word came from his family in early
evening that he was considered by a doctor to be well.
Nor have I ever heard of him again, nor do I know what
deeper harm or lingering harm he may be suffering to this
day.  I wish him well with every beat of my heart.

The brief police investigation cleared me.  A police-
man got there on the scene quickly and spoke quietly and
looked around carefully.

He finally measured the speed I had been traveling
on this crowded residential street, by measuring the marks
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my tires had written on the road while I was standing on
the brake.  Very quietly, not quite smiling reassuringly,
winding up his measuring tape, he told me that my car
was going slow.  And so I never heard from the police
again.

And yet, in a certain way this trauma broke me.
In  me  this  crisis  brought  the  psychological  “shamanic
break” that is described by Dr. Jung and other modern
scholars of human magic.

Astonishing truths about the world have been dis-
covered.  These truths are so fundamentally astonishing
that in response a new and different self must be construc -
ted.  It must be a true self, a self of truth, a self who knows
how to be intimate with the beautiful mysterious horror
of reality, a self with a different world.

When I turned down to that street, very narrow with
all those parked cars, I realized with surprise, instantly,
that  there  was  no  way of  safely backing  out  with  this
big car.

Then,  the  following instant,  when I  looked  and
suddenly saw the children playing far ahead, how they
chased the flying ball with complete abandon, a recog-
nition broke into me of descending to a passage where
there was a horrid test.

And I understood at once that I would likely fail
this test.

Although my foot at  once went down to tap the
brake, I must go onward to escape the place.  Of course
I must slow down more when approaching but little else
was obvious.
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In fact, the substance of this world was such that
I must certainly measure out my speed so as to stop by
standing on the brake between the time my eyes recog-
nized a child running toward the street and the time the
child emerged into my path, but otherwise I should creep
forward fast enough to minimize the time of danger.

And  I  was  not  finding  any  competence  in  my
eyes  and  limbs  that  felt  sufficient  for  that  impossibly
difficult calculation.  And failure was destruction.

I must simply summon every faculty that my heart’s
cry could reach and do my best.

Therefore my consciousness was thrown into the
realms of waking myth.  I was now consciously with Frodo
or Odysseus or Black Elk or such, inside their story.

This summer was 1979.  I was thirty-three years
old.  I was a former anti-war medical corpsman soldier.
I was by now a beginning dabbler in various arts.  I was a
seeker equipped with scholarship and wonderment but only
vague religion, an employed but poorly earning husband
of a wife in struggling health that would later kill her, and
the adoptive father of a little girl.

I was the driver of a big old cheap junker car.  This
city was Houston.  We had moved here from Boston seek-
ing better work.  I was lost.

But when you are as lost as anyone may be, some-
one awaits you.  A destiny, an image of the person whom
you can become and should become, a person closer to
the truth than your bewildered self, is waiting for you.

The person you are destined to become is waiting
for you just as surely as the oak tree is waiting for the
acorn that is waiting too.
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Our eyes are always looking for the visions our
true  self  would recognize.   That  person’s  thoughts  are
always whispering in our ears.  That person’s arms and
legs and feet and hands and every faculty are ready to
be ours if we will stretch our limbs into their shape.

Our true self can burst into this world of physical
reality at any moment when the acorn shell is broken.

When I had turned down into that street and recog-
nized the true dimensions of that mythic place, immed-
iately a  voice  that  usually  whispers  in  the  ear  started
speaking  clearly,  describing  this  impossible  task,  and
calling me to courage.

That voice,  my true voice,  even seemed to be a
person standing at my side, standing with me on the deck
of our peculiar ship, gazing watchfully in all directions.

Then while we approached the children, me already
gently pressing on the brake, and we saw this beautiful
young boy in particular reach for the flying ball and miss
and start running out toward the street, and then when my
true self thrust his leg in mine to stand upon the brake,
then it was with true eyes that I saw that beautiful face
and saw through the face into the mind behind the face,
into the world the child inhabited, truly saw into his world,
so that my heart burst out into a flowering of love.

That was the first moment in this lifetime when I
inhabited the shaman.

Then when the car was finally stopped and I was
leaping out toward fate, it was my true self who knew
the certain way the child had run, between the other cars,
to where I found him sitting on the curbing stone and
staring fixedly into his world and deep in shock.
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Now the bit of medical training I possessed was
absolutely clear: Proper action now depended on the ques-
tion of internal injuries.

If  the victim’s  only major  issue was this  horrid
shock then he must be rushed at once in any vehicle to
hospital.  But if there were ruptured tissues behind the
child’s  unblemished skin then an ambulance with well
equipped professionals, even if the wait took precious
minutes, would be needed.

And the wrong choice would be so dangerous, and
the  overwhelming  likelihood  of  grievous  wounds  in
such a case was so obvious, that if I  did not know his
status per internal injuries then I should not even dare
to touch.

And now the mother came, screaming in her agony
but held back in another woman’s arms to stand there on
the far side of the street, the far side of a river which the
boy and I had crossed, the mother reaching out to try to
seize her child out of this distant place that was so instant-
ly turned to horror, those two ordinary women mystically
transfigured into figures posing in a tragic drama, thus
compelling me along the story’s path.

So now I knelt behind the child.  Kneeling there
behind the boy, I suddenly began to pass my hands through
his body’s aura.  Quite surprised to find I knew this part
and yet performing it, I passed hands everywhere about
him, just half an inch from touching but not touching.

Carefully around the head and face and neck I did
not touch, carefully reaching long electric fingertips into
the trunk, the arms and hands, the legs and feet.
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These real etheric hands, my real self ’s shaman
hands that were my hands, saw deep into the flesh, into
the  flowing colored  and transparent  substance  of  the
flesh.

There were no internal injuries.

And yet, the boy was closing down.  The heart was
slowing.  The vision of the eyes was thinning like a mist
that  is  vaguely  lifting.   The  woven  web of  conscious
thought  was loosening.  Inside the mind I  even saw a
figure of the child as he now saw himself, surprised but
willing, standing bidding farewell to his world.  In him
everything was slowly sinking down toward quiet death.
He deep in shock already.

So first I shouted to the mothers that he was not
hurt.   I  shouted this  astonishing news to them several
times back across the river.

Then I  stood and started shouting for  the other
men and women who were running up to get him to a
hospital at once.  I quit shouting when they laid him in
the backseat of a car that sped away.

Then the wait for the policeman.  The brief inves-
tigation.  The drive home, the wait beside the telephone,
the news that he was well.  The intimate examination of
my heart.

Next day, a day at work and then a month and then
a year.  But certainly my life had changed.

I understood that I had seen and touched the liquid
substance of reality.  And ever since I found that seeing
touch, it has not left me.

I am a shaman.
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Chapter 5: Who Am I?

I’m now an old fortuneteller in New England, USA.
But I was born in the USA Racist South, as one of the
Poor White class.

And along the way from there I’ve recalled ancient
lives in the British Isles, which I honor thru kindness
and justice.  It’s been an adventurous, complicated, and
comforting lifetime.

Countless hours helping people talk with departed
loved ones, plus my old memories, show this:  Life doesn’t
end with physical death, nor does life start with physical
conception or birth.

I think we get all the physical lifetimes we need
to learn to love.  And while here there’s the Deep Love:
our Unity with Nature, for here we evolved among the
other beings here; plant, animal, elemental, etc.  That’s
my belief.

But a childhood in the Racist South?  An adven-
ture in young adulthood took me out of there:

I was of the economic class sent to war, but was
a Medic.  It was a Racist War and two great Anti-Racist
healers were killed: ML. King and Malcolm X;  So I spoke
for them.  That was my war.
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Then, wanting work equal to that, but with my wis-
dom so far just a speck, I began comforting and advising
people with Tarot cards;  So the ancient memories began
returning.

As I understand it now, Quantum Physics explains
it:  Everything Thinks and, thru all time and space, Every-
thing Touches.  They say that’s Science.

Fantasy or Reality?  I cannot tell but somehow I
remember this:

An ancient lamp-lit temple like a cavern:  A vision
seen; An oath given;  The next lifetime dedicated to a
mission:  A mission to go and help HERE.  So I prepared
and came here?

Fantasy, Reality or Dream?  Or does it matter?  I
figure: Live as if it’s true.

Because something has guided me.  I somehow
know things I don’t know how I know:  The realities of
Magic.

Somehow skills have leaped to my hands, and to my
eyes, and voice, and mind; Poetry, painting, visioning;
Comforting, reasoning, storytelling.

What are those talents for, if not a means to render
aid in this horrifying age of planetary distress?

What were that challenging childhood and youth,
if not a curriculum of tests leading toward awareness?

But by whatever way I’ve come, I’ll help my fellow
Humans the best I can.  And to what greater purpose?

In this age of horror, above all else, of course, some-
how by heaping Mercy on top of Mercy, I hope to help
save our Holy Mother Earth.
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Chapter 6: Talking With Song Birds

Here's a very ancient method of enriching

your divination skills and your shamanism.

Of course I mean having brief back-and-forth con-
versations in their language.

And of course you need to live where song birds
live; then if you devote the time to gain this skill,  you
will.  And this magic will grow your psychic powers like
it's done ever since our human species' early times.

For we and song birds evolved together.  And altho
primate mouths can make a wider range of song, and
primate  hands can make flutes,  drums and violins,  we
learned music from them.  And the emotions we feel from
music are Song Bird Language.

So you must be honest with them; On your first
visit to them, you declare a Bird Name that must truly
describe you.

Then be patient. Me, I went out to them an hour
per day, many days of most weeks, three cycles of spring,
summer, autumn.  I nourished plants that feed them.  Once
when a predatory bird appeared, it was I who cried the
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alarm.  The last fall, to my great joy, they let me watch
them raise their babies.

So how to start?  Let's suppose you have a house,
like I did then, where the backyard is a forest meadow.

Going out there, bring a chair so you're obviously
human.  It's good to bring a walking stick because they're
interested in sticks.  Consider wearing a good hat in case
of sneak attack by squirrels throwing acorns.  Bring water
to wet your mouth.

Your first time, be very quiet and still till you're
ready to shout your Bird Name.  When  you're ready, shout
it out above the forest as they often do with theirs.

But what should it be, and in what voice?

Picture the interior  shape of  their  mouths;  With
your tongue and lips form that cavity in the front of your
mouth; In your Soul find a cry that, thru your guilt, shouts
truly: “I am harmless!”  We're all harmless somewhere.

Shout and chitter and squeak your Soul's cry thru
the bird’s mouth you made, shouting to the forest, as a
promise of what you'll  be here.   And that will be your
Bird Name.

As is their custom, say it loud and often.  “A human
with a name!” they'll think, look you in the eye from up
in a tree, then speak to you.  And you'll speak back.

From then on, it's up to you to be a good neighbor,
to keep watch for hawks, to nurture the tangled raspberry
vines,  with their  beds of leaf litter full  of small  green
worms, that will feed the Song Birds and their babies.

And now that you listen like you belong there, you
will hear the life of the forest as you did not hear it before.
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So your psychic senses will expand.

Another  thing  about  their  customs:  Feel  free  to
imitate what they say,  maybe with a curlicue of notes
attached, for in the noisy woods it's  just  a way to say
you're listening.

And much or most of what they say will be simply
checking in.  They're out for baby food and shouting to
their mate, “Don't worry; I'm over here.”

Open your psychic senses, pay very close attention,
remember what their  lives are like,  and you'll figure it
out.

But the HUGE expansion of your psychic senses
is this: You map the forest!  You won't be the same after
that.

Map the forest by the bird cries!  See-without-
seeing the news: What's going on behind the hills?

That's what you evolved to do, for it is recorded
in your Shamanic Instinct.
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Chapter 7: Persephone's Gate

There was a place, a medical clinic where, at age
of four or five, I nearly died by an experimental injection,
done in a successful effort to save my leg from a disas-
trous infection which it had sustained in play.

It was the doctor’s private clinic.

The clean white-clad woman nurse with a white
bird-like cap poised on her  head picked up the loaded
needle from a spotlessly clean white porcelain tray that
had straight sides with edges with a certain graceful curve,
a tray over there where medicines and instruments had
been set out on a spotlessly clean hard-surfaced table, with
all of the edges of the things meeting by similar pretty
curves, and held it up to check its level in the window
light and finally thumped it gently with a nail.

A truly honest reassuring smile.

Still vertical, the needle passed into the doctor’s
hands,  my father’s friend so that,  the family knew, we
always had special treatment there.

These hands, I understood, had sometimes caught
the ball out of my father’s hands when they had played
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together for a mucky rural high school team, at a time
when football was done for education.

These hands then also held the dart-like needle up
into the brilliant inflowing light of the clean sealed glass
window to double-check its level, and then that discon-
certing amber drop emerging from the microscopic nozzle
of the point, insuring that the nozzle too was loaded.

I began to die at once.

The spotless seamless white floor seemed to open
underneath  the  table  where  I  sat  wrapped  securely  in
my father’s arms and I began to sink as though aboard
some ancient vessel of the night.

Even then, before the poison needle slid into the
flesh, the merest sight of that precisely calculated poison
substance in itself, in its naked self, a single drop of it,
had seemed to lower me, the already feverish little boy,
into some lower octave.

I seemed to fade out of my father’s hands which
now seemed like some other kind of flesh than mine.

So please behold there then the portal of Queen
Inanna’s Great Below, entered by an innocent,  descen-
ding from a chamber drenched in sunlight,  cradled in
his tender father’s arms and with his elder brother and
a woman present, and she in ceremonial garb.

Behold there then inside the blinking innocent’s
eyes the countless white porcelain trays of varying sizes
neatly stacked and ready to any needing hand on papered
shelves behind gleaming glass doors of tall rectangular
cabinets.

Behold  a  place  designed  and  made  for  utmost
humane care and for the practice of a science.

He carried me out to the car.
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Chapter 8: Sunflowers
~~~~
Please note:
Vincent's deep poverty did not begin immediately when
reaching Paris,  as suggested here.   Rather,  i  mean to
suggest his sense of time during these events.  Also: One
of these drawings was displayed early in the museum
show which freed me to paint, and that drawing was the
thing that freed me.  The rest of that show was like an
extremely clear transcendent vision.
~~~~

Sunflowers.

Van Gogh began with black wax crayon, pocket knife,
and tough cheap commercial wrapping paper
cut in squares.

Equipped like that
the young man taught himself to paint.
No, better if we say he let himself be taught.

He’d hire in old men from
the pension house around the corner.

Each chosen one would climb the narrow stairs
up to the flat the genius shared with
a depressive sometime prostitute
who was his Guinevere,
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then sit there in the open window light
with a threadbare black wool overcoat
hanging from their shoulders,
sometimes leaning forward on a cane.

A few copper sous which he could scarcely spare,
that was their honest fee.

And this was Van Gogh’s Paris:
No more the merchant’s son he’d been in Amsterdam,
no more the stiff and stilted peasant scenes
he’d drawn on proper artist pads,
for here and now the thing had come down to a nub.

And this ensued:

War veteran or horse drawn taxi cabman,
or carpenter or gardener or thief,
each old man would open out the soul
with which he’d learned to face the world.

And each immortal spirit, thus unfolded,
a manifested work of art itself, 

would rush in through the staring eyes
down through the arm down to the fingertips
which gripped the hard wax stick
which were let move,

so it might sculpt the likeness on the sheet
tacked to a board held in the artist’s lap.

A bit of careful scraping with the knife
to catch the highlights right.

Sunflowers.
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Chapter 9: A Little Cavity Of Soil

I will tell you something about Yoga.

Well then ...

First you must understand that later I would head-
long flee into the holy comfort of the embracing arms of
Yoga, flee there totally, but when did I do that?

Immediately when released from my six most-active
years of soldiering, with all those years’ heartbreak and
activism finally wrapped up enough to soothe my con-
science, understand that I would flee headlong to Yoga
later, as I’ve said.

But this prior incident was first …

The last spring of Germany for me, my last US.
Army soldiering spring, by then relieved of my proper
rightful duties as a foot-soldiers’ mud-field mini-ambu-
lance guy, me relieved of that good duty, after the month
in Mannheim Jail which was almost at the end of my gov-
ernment military service, me involuntarily removed from
the good and righteous mud-field ambulance duty.

Yes, the last maneuver training summer ever in
my life.
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I had a mystifying Yoga experience in a piece of
military-maneuver woods one spring day, a damp summer
day really, inside a small cavity in the soil, which taught
me much for later.

I knew enough to lay down when I was really 
hurting.

The aches and sprains and staunching of occasional
small bleeding wounds, and the very serious winter cold
dangers, of foot soldiers without proper winter equipment,
often going out  on maneuvers  on difficult  land,  in  the
steep foothills of the Alps, my fellow soldiers had taught
me that, taught me laying down when you’re really hurting
is very good.

And  this  upland  damp  forest  was  unspeakably
beautiful, as Korea taught me to see.

Nowadays I  am an American Pagan, an unusual
Hindu-Euro enthusiasm first gone west from the ancient
Mystical East toward Stonehenge in very old times.

So I’m saying my American Pagan religion it is an
old Hindu-Euro thing involving thinking like Hellenistic
Greek Alchemy did in fact think, in case you’re interested
in anything like that, and I’m quite enthusiastic about it
really.

But the point is, in our religion generally we see
Yoga as the most simple and direct form of the Arts Of
Spirit, speaking from our point of view.

On principle that Yoga consults the wisdom you
have in all realms of your existence, which Alchemy en-
livens, in case you’re interested in things like that.

And so, that’s how this small depression in the deep
leafy dirt, a sponge nest same size as my body coincident-
ally, over there a dappled shady few yards off the forest
path, me walking up over a small wooded ridge top.
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Me with army gear of some kind on my shoulder I
was humping over to somewhere it wasn’t yet, explains
how a small  soft  depression in  the forest  ground over
there was calling me.

Calling to me as tho thru ears I didn’t know I had.

No wonder then, obviously I went over there, spied
about to check the place was well enough concealed, drop-
ped whatever it was, stupid object of the army.

And laid my self down, and sank in immediately
like  soft  butter  into  cream,  and felt  connections  open.
And so I closed my eyes, opening inner eyes to unfam-
iliar visions.

A strange, powerful, beautiful, empowering first
experience of Yoga.

A first step on the road to Divination.
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Chapter 10: Psychic Fairs And Shamanism

First,  if  i  may, terminology:  Our culture uses 2
words for the work done at a psychic fair. - I don't much
like either one.

“Fortunetelling”  is  common  speech,  and  i  love
common talk,  for  i  love  Shakespeare.   But  the  word
“fortune” suggests advising Clients on Money and Luck,
which is a tiny fraction of our work.

“Divination” is more dignified but i feel it's impious,
for it means consulting Divine Beings.  I ask the Cards
questions; Or i'll invite Client's departed Loved One to
speak, then report  what they say; Or i  hear something
Client left unspoken and say that.

So let me replace the words.  Let me say Readers
and Clients together practice our culture's favorite kind
of “Shamanism”.

I've studied this for years.

“Shamanism” is a scientific word from Anthropo-
logy, and the Anthropologists define it broadly, including
certain practices in all the varied Human cultures. What
we do qualifies for inclusion.
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For one thing, Shamanism typically involves healing
of some kind. We heal broken hearts and broken lives.

Also: Some Clients ask how to find the right phy-
sician, or how to live well with a terrible disease, and
that's in our purview too.

But our DEEP likeness to the worldwide Shaman-
ism of Anthropology is this:  We work in the realm of
Human Instinct.

Ancient  ancestors  gave  us  a  treasure  chest  of
instincts.  Our joy in natural gardening is theirs. How to
parent, how to teach,  village-defense soldiering, creating
and beholding art, a world of rich Human instincts.

So it is with Psychic Arts.

For  a  moment  accept  Quantum  Physics:  You're
connected with everything. How would that look in your
mind?  It's  the realm of Psychic Arts and we Hu mans
evolved to walk there.

Now let's ask Anthropology:

What's  the  deep worldwide  universal  feature  of
Shamanism?

This: You go out there and bring back something
useful.
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Chapter 11: My Tent Signs

Of course you understand that many psychic fairs
are indoors instead of the traditional tents.

But still, when it's in tents there'd be no surprise
if a painter got stacks of inexpensive small canvases on
sale, and expressed their ideals with artistic signs.

You understand, i also have 3 permanent signs, to
which i devoted far more artistic effort:  A sign with my
name, a sign with my resume, and a very small one, made
to look antique,  pointing to the entry of the Fortune -
telling Parlor.

You see, nowadays it's a 10x10-foot tent, a perfect
space to put a wide folding table in the front one-third, to
display printed matter and sell this or that.  Then the back
two-thirds I transform into the Fortunetelling Parlor.

I enclose it all around, with a corner i let down
to look out front, by hanging up shady airy light-weight
oriental cotton fabrics printed with cosmic themes.

All  the  signs  hang  up  in  front  above  the  table,
except the small “Fortunetelling Parlor Entrance” sign,
made to look antique with a painted arrow.  It hangs on
the side, beside the drape i pull aside for clients to enter
and leave.
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Everything's assembled at home as much as pos-
sible, ready to pull out of my car, unfold, and put up.

You understand, from year to year i vary the ar-
rangement out front, most of all the material on the table.
I also reconsider where to hang the name and resume.

But  what  i  truly delight  in  is  the  inexpensive,
quickly made, little signs, making at  least  a few every
year, replacing at least a few of last year's morals with
this year's.

So the entire point of this chapter is describing this
year's little signs for you.

The resume and name i left the same as last year.
They are rectangles about the same size, but the resume
is vertical and the name horizontal.

Obviously the resume has far  more text,  so it's
one of my best efforts at decorative text art, while my
name is a modernist  composition of letters floating in
liquid space.

Like last  year,  the  vertical  resume hung at  the
viewers'  left,  by a  tent  pole,  with  my name  centered
above the table.

Similar to last year, the small moral signs hung at
the right in a vertical chain, filling the space from tent
roof above to just below the table top.

The difference being that last year i put far less
stuff  on the table and filled the right-hand space with
two chains of hanging signs, but this year could only fit
one.  So I chose them carefully.

Their  size  and  proportion  vary  slightly,  but  on
average picture a horizontal rectangle 11 inches (28 cm)
tall,  connected  with  the  next  below  by  white  cotton
strings.  This year there were four.
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So now all i have left to do is describe their appear-
ance and what they say.  I shall list them from top to
bottom:

1: ?Want Training? Just Ask.
~~~~ All black and white; it's very neatly handlettered
in  black,  in  a  big  jaunty  informal font;  That's  on
white but centered inside a thin black border;  That's
centered on the larger white canvas.  If you look close,
you  realize  that  inside  the  black  border  is  a  paper
sheet, that real hand lettering was digitally sized and
spaced.

2: Virtues key to all brilliant deeds: ~Joy in truth. ~Will-
ful courage. ~Consciousness of Freedom.  ~Love for
all that lives.
~~~~ The rudest brushwork imaginable:  The back-
ground of smudgy lighter greens and the lettering of
smudgy darker greens.  Horizontal across the center
is a line like a wavy ocean horizon, with a crude All
Seeing Eye in its center.

3: Life Does Not End At Death, And It Does Not Start
At Birth.
~~~~ Large clear lettering in blood red, on shiny gold.
Still, the gold texture is uneven, with some smudges
of the red.

4: Some Personal History:  After my part of the Vietnam
War, I thought there was no way in the world I could
help ANYONE.  But then I found TAROT (or it found
me).  And here was a Path Ahead, where I have walked
in honesty, & done a little good. -SR
~~~~ Again blood red on gold, but the gold darkened
with the red, nearly to blood-orange.   The lettering
is trying to be neat, but with the brush rushing at top
speed, and very crowded on the canvas.

Thank you for your interest.  -SR
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Chapter 12:

General Introduction To Shamanism

ITEM A: Gender:
.. Adults of any physical or mental gender can become

shamans, but children cannot.

.. In fact, there have been some cultures where MOST
shamans were gender non-standard.

.. And for some individuals, becoming an adult is their
threshold to  becoming a shaman;  which,  in  Human
instinct,  gives you very big responsibilities to your
community.

ITEM B: Some terminology:
.. I distinguish between “Shamanism”, which i think of

as a religion;

.. Versus “a shaman”, whom i think of as a minister (any
gender) of that religion.

.. As in most religions, people who are not shamans
can “practice Shamanism” and/or “believe in it”, and
(unless they have a violent aggressive practice of it,)
should be left alone to do so.

.. I like that terminology.
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.. By the way;  The word “shaman” is from Native cul -
tures of Northern Asia, where 20th Century European
Anthropologists “discovered” Shamanism, and argued
all their own arguments about it.

.. In most of North Asia it was eradicated, remaining in
that region now only on its fringes, such as Korea.

.. On the other hand, Genghis Khan did Shamanism, and
conquered most of Europe.

ITEM C: Africa
.. There is a very interesting theoretical question, whe-

ther the oldest religious traditions of Africa, called
“Animist”, also should be called Shamanic.

.. After years of thought, i conclude they should.

.. Therefore, in my opinion:: Ancient East Asia, South
Asia, Australia, Europe, both Americas, Pacific Islands
and the Arctic;  Their oldest humans: all Shamanic.

ITEM D: Submissive?
.. The work of a shaman is extremely action-oriented.

.. (We’ll get to submissiveness in a moment.)

.. Look; If i say “Prayer Life”, what comes to mind for
you?
Half an hour in a chair?
Got something memorized??
Brought a knee pad???
Want a scented candle????
Cards?????? 
What a punk.

.. In a shaman’s Prayer Life:
You step out on a landscape in a different reality,
(might be the interior landscape of your body)
infinite landscape with preternatural Beings,
and you go there for A Specific Purpose,
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to somehow obtain A Specific Good,
for a specific person, or your entire community,
then bring it back.

ITEM E: About Shamanic “Medicine”
.. Morality here is topsy-turvy from there, where guilt

and innocence just have little relevance to matters at
hand.

.. And this concept of Shamanic Medicine is a vague but
VIVID visual metaphor:

.. “Medicine” is Goodness as a glowing healing substance,
which you MUST be competent to find and to handle.

.. And to do that you MUST become good yourself.
No guilt or innocence involved, you improve
morally for immediate practical purpose!
To improve your job performance!

.. But that’s a very vague guide to human life.  Like:
What is moral or immoral in such context?

Here's an answer:
.. Imagine a low-tech low-waste human subsistence life;

Where:  Killing to feed a family can be good;
Destroying wastefully is always evil.
Human instinct says that.

ITEM F: Finally we’re onto Submissiveness
Let’s do a thought experiment about religion:
1: Suppose we somehow know the whole history of reli -

gion, okay?  Write down a list of all Major Religions.
Use any reasonable way to say which are major.

2: Beside each one, summarize its message to Humans.

3: Now add check boxes: “Non-Submissive” / 
“Submissive”.

4: Well, obviously for Shamanism you circle and under-
line “Non-Submissive” that you wrote in bold italics.
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5: Finally i’ll estimate there’s ONE other religion on your
list where you MUST check “Non-Submissive”!
And i am referring to BUDDHISM!
?Why Buddhism? you ask.

You’d see this studying Buddhist theology, but no need.

.. Just read its Founding Story!

.. As you might know, there’s LOTS of Buddhas, same
idea as the multitude of Christian Saints;

.. But there is ONE Original Buddha, in imitation of
whom all the others are named:

.. GAUTAMA Buddha!! .. That’s the foundation story:
A youth came of age, stepped out to the world, and
found astonishment.

If you read that, i think you’ll agree:

.. GAUTAMA BUDDHA was a SHAMAN.

.. Maybe you too?
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Chapter 13: An Eagle's Mighty Flight

I was on a religious retreat one time, at a camp-
ground in the New England woods,  and it  was a  time
when I  was very troubled  about  some personal  issues.
Really it all came down to a question of courage and a
question of which way to go.

Now,  as  you  may know,  the  bald  eagle  is  very
sacred in North America and I knew this in a theoretical
way,  just  like I  knew that various species are  seen by
humans as great sacred animals all over the world.  But
bald eagles are very rare in New England these days, and
every other place where I had ever lived, and I had never
seen one flying free.

Well, I went out walking in the woods that morning
in a very prayerful state.  I was not communing with any
specific deity, you understand, but striving to open my
being as a whole to the Universe as it was manifesting
there where I was in that region of physical existence.  And
I was offering a request for specifically useful wisdom.

I had stopped to sing some chants along the way,
and such as that, and then came to the big open meadow
where  our  rituals  and  celebrations  were  done  on  that
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retreat.  Of course I paused in the shadows of the forest
edge to stand and gaze on this sunlit place, empty of other
humans there so far that morning, but a space where a
human community lived consciously inside of Nature.

And I was opening myself again and sending forth
my yearning prayer again as I had done in several other
scenes along a wandering path.

A mighty  eagle  rose  from  the  treetops  of  the
farther verge, absolutely in the center of my right eye’s
vision.

It  was huge,  exactly spanning all  the breadth of
my right eye’s vision.

Up it rose with mighty wing beats, but only high
enough to easily clear the tallest  trees, facing straight
away from me, and beat its way straight ahead of me until
it disappeared beyond that close dark green horizon.

Should I explain the meaning that I immediately
gained from this or can you read the omen?

There is a little more.  Some months passed, another
year, a different summer.

A lady friend and I drove up to a big public fair
they’re having annually in Maine.  This big do is a folk -
life festival, natural agriculture exposition, left wing poli-
tical convention, free speech venue, handicraft shopping
outlet  and down-home tourist  attraction rolled up into
one, with definite overtones of Nature veneration.

For  example,  I  bought  myself  a  really  far-out
hippie  magic  hat  for  use when doing children’s  story-
telling.  A useful item and excellently crafted.

But along the way to that, before the tent where
they were selling these unusual hats, my lady friend and
I  walked into a  big tent  that  was reserved for  Native
American endeavors.
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The air was somber.  This was not a merry day for
them.  But still,  from the earth I had a sense of some -
thing waiting.

We threaded through among the nearly silent shif-
ting crowd in the labyrinthine paths between the laden
tables  of  the  merchants,  artisans  and activist  associa -
tions, there in that deeply shadowed grassy hall.

Then finally, not quite to the sunny open door at
the farther  corner,  I  came upon a little  family camp
defended by a barricade of tables.  That is the only apt
description, unless one were to say the family huddled
there were on a boat adrift,  the tables being gunwales
and the shifting crowd a sea.

A man, his son, the young man’s pregnant woman.
A look near desperation on the father’s face, he standing,
gazing on the son who sat, the woman in his arms, on a
blanket on the grassy earth, she looking worried, resolute,
and very young, the boy in some confusion.

The eagle’s gift was now to be repaid.

The father and the son were fine carvers in wood,
the man a master of that art, the son apprentice.  Beautiful
pieces of their work were set out on the tables, statuettes
of beasts and birds, implements that must be sacred to any
needing hand.   There was an album of photographs of
more through which I leafed in hopes that clarity would
come before the moment came to speak.

But then the father looked at me, resentful of my
looming psychic presence, and so I must at once snatch
off my Druid’s kind of cap and lean upon my tall Druidic
walking staff in a very modest and apologetic bow for the
interruption and let the words flow how they would.

With the woolen cap held to my heart, I heard this
from my mouth: “Good morning, sir.” I gulped a breath.
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I shrugged.  “I don’t know your people’s ways; I follow
Celtic ways myself.”

The father  let  me have an impatient but accept-
ing nod.

“But if I can take a minute of your time, there’s
a story I’m supposed to tell.”

Astonishment came to his face almost as if - I have
to say - this meeting was foretold.  That felt to be the
obvious impression.

And blink! The boy was on his feet, pressed to the
father’s  side just  like a brother would have been,  and
with astonishment written on him too.

And so I rose into it then, an open gesture with an
outstretched hand, but then a gawker from the crowd
perked up, a smile stuck on his silly face as if to see the
show, so I must bring a curtain down and there we stood
as if it were indeed a camp with darkness all around and
I a stranger from the darkness come to tell a tale.

I told it briefly, the man still nodding with impa-
tience, now straining toward the story’s end as if that
were the only thing he didn’t know already.  The morning
of my walking prayer for guidance from the land, the mea-
dow field, trees beyond, Mighty Eagle rising.  It filled
my right eye and flew ahead.

And the lesson I had read in it: I said, “I under -
stood from this that I should go Strongly! Forward!”

I paused.

He nodded, quite as though to say my reading was
obvious enough and obviously correct, but he waited for
the rest.

I said,  “And now today, although I don’t know
why, I felt that I should tell this to your son.”
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I shot the lad a look.

A gasp from them.  A startlement beyond before,
and to each other’s eyes they turned, and deep into each
other’s heart  they gazed.  And in that space the light
arose.

There was a story there I have no wish to pene-
trate, a privacy I do not want to understand.

With humble thanks and bows, unheard, unseen by
them, I took my leave.

We went and found a magic hat.
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Chapter 14: Reminiscence Of A Korean Summer

Suddenly I'm a young soldier again,  standing in
the old royal palace.   Hitchhiked and took a bus ride,
from our forward army base, to the capital city, to exper-
ience the open summer public hours of the beautiful old
palace, and its surrounding garden park.

And, among the green green lawns and ambling
thoroughfares with crowds of friendly folks delighted by
the day - they seeing my foreign appearance and smiling,
waving, - I have, by then, been discovering beautifully
proportioned  geometric  gardens  overflowing  lovely
blooms.

But now I am standing looking up, me and a num-
ber of others looking up, in a famous broad, bright, sunlit,
famous, famous, famous antique room.  Us mere humans
are all safe inside the rope lines.

There are two beautiful thrones in the center of the
open floor, but all our heads are back and looking up.

Us under a billion tumbling flowers, a broad can-
opy of a  billion billion flowers falling,  falling,  falling
toward  our  open eyes,  from a quite  convincing sky of
geometric painted wood.

Back out in the sunlight, a friendly soul spoke to
me about it with a sense of pride, but I discovered that
I couldn't speak.

I was somewhere else.
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Chapter 15: Unified Theory Of Divination

I’m a person inclined to experiment, careful obser-
vation, and orderly thought, yet openness to unusual ideas,
.. in other words a scientific thinker.

Also, this is an age when human cultures from all
over have merged, bringing together all their magical tra-
ditions, including their understanding of how divination
works.

So what  understanding about  this  have  i  settled
on?  I’ll give you a theoretical answer first, then a prac-
tical answer.

1: Theoretical:  It's quantum physics.
Thru much experiment, back in the 1970’s and ’80’s
i became convinced of this, altho i seldom spoke it:
ALL THINGS THINK.
Wherever in space and time there is Material Sub-
stance, or Active Energy, there is Awareness.  So one
piece of Awareness seeks communication with another
by Matter and/or Energy.

And i am happy to say: This idea, radical then, is now
our culture's general understanding among diviners.
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2: Practical:  Do what works.
In a divination session, you must formulate your issue
very clearly and vividly in your mind.  When you learn
something, keep that clear and vivid too.

But that's SUPREMELY important at the moment you
pull cards from a deck, (or take pebbles from a basket
like they did in Ancient Greece).

So the cards or pebbles will hear your thoughts clearly
and respond, telling your hand which to choose.
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Chapter 16:
Impressions Of A Good Divination Session

Ordinary chat,

third cousin over coffee or

a stranger on a train, if chatting

and person tells you real-life troubles,

any chat has vivid thoughts and honesty,

you may reach quite high levels of

heart-sympathy.

Real divination happens there.

But suppose you’ve got only just the same few

fleeting minutes as a simple hair cut, or

a nice nail polish, no more minutes than that.

Furthermore: Pretend you claim to be “professional”

at this, even claim you help people by doing this.

Well so now you’re stuck.

You need a nice card deck or such to crawl into.

Good thing you’ve had some practice.
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Quantum Information Theory, part of Quantum

Physics, in this chat of honest vivid thought and

longing, probably explains ...

Why your eye and hand ...

fall on exactly the right cards

in good divination reading,

but the scientific understanding is poor.

On the other hand,

We surely know what good divination

feels like, for we’ve been doing it

doubtless thru all human history.

Cards, pebbles, bones,

voice of wind, flight of birds,

humming of the bees, etc.,

it feels Divine.

Apparently it really is,

that broad plain of heart-sympathy,

is a Divine Realm, or maybe

is the infinite space instinct calls Divine,

for it looks boundless and you feel purified

somehow, focused, by your honesty to find

and say the truth.

Plus you’re made courageous by the work.
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Chapter 17:
Theoretical Proposal For Greek Pebble Reading

Please understand, today NO details are known of
this practice which the Ancient Greeks called “Thriai”.

For example, Wikipedia only recounts their descrip-
tive myth, drawn on the fact you can hear divination in the
humming of bees.  (The article is titled “Thriae”.)

I've found a few recent proposed reconstructions, but
they only build on the bee myth, which reveals nothing
but the subjective feeling of the practice.

My research shows that Thriai is generally thought
to have  been, like Tarot, a “sortilege” system;  One where
you start with a pile of physical objects, each symbolizing
something real in Human life;  Then you do a physical
process picking out those that answer your question.

Assuming Thriai was a sortilege system;  BUT:
Seeing that pebbles are really quite different from Tarot
cards, i’d like to briefly look at how sortilege symbols
work.

In other words, let’s use Thriai as a nearly blank
slate and focus on the pebbles.  Okay?
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First: Surely the pebbles were held in a container.
I will guess a small basket closely woven from a
fine fiber.  No lining for things to get lost under.
A richly woven or embroidered cloth cover.  The
cloth fastens tight, then unfastens, a lot or a little,
for you to reach in.
We can guess this much just from style and prac-
ticality.

Next: How many pebbles were there?
Let’s estimate from sortilege systems which we
know have been used widely.  The Elder Futhark
is at a low end with 24 runes.  Clustered at the
high end are the I Ching with 64 hexagrams, and
our own Tarot with 78 cards.
I’m going to estimate near the high end: Imagine
70 pebbles in the convenient and pretty basket!

WHY?

In my opinion:  I Ching’s hexagrams and our Tarot
cards are very visually suggestive of their meanings, while
Futhark’s runes are only slightly suggestive.  Thus the
runes require more rote memorization, so there need to
be fewer of them.

~~~~
Please Note #1:
..  My Singing Fish deck has only 31 cards but is largely
Non-Sortilege.
.. Why?  Because on their backs the text art divides their
meanings into many lines and phrases, some of which will
call your eyes to them in particular.
.. Thus Singing Fish may be called a Sortilege / Biblio -
mancy compound.
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.. Or: As the meanings are poems, and poetry may induce
a dreamlike state, they are even a Sortilege / Oneiro -
mancy compound.
~~~~

~~~~
Please Note #2:
..  If you’re unfamiliar with hexagrams, each looks like 6
abstract horizontal lines, some with a gap in them.
.. But the I Ching meanings are written as descriptions
of Life Force rising thru 6 Layers Of Reality, with gaps
showing the presence of Life Force.
.. That fits our instinctive shamanic understanding of Na-
ture, so when you are more familiar, a hexagram becomes
a vivid rich complex picture of a Human situation.
~~~~

But how can pebbles be visually highly sugges-
tive of real things in Human life?  I'll  guess they were
richly textured and colored semi-precious gemstones in
remarkable shapes.

I’m guessing you could lay them on a table in a
7 x 10 graph.

So maybe 70 pebbles really told all the stories in
Human life.

~~~~
Please Note #3:
.. I have a Romance Novel set on the Great Pilgrimage
of the Eleusis Mysteries in Ancient Greece.
.. History says a Thriai reading was offered on the pilgri-
mage, along with many other good services.  So in my
fiction my hypothetical 7 x 10 graph  has a major place
in the initiation.
..  In my fiction, each First-Time Pilgrim meets the High
Priestess seated on a throne in divinatory trance;  She
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asks  them the  Pre-Initiation  Trick  Question:  Did they
really prepare properly?
.. She then, thru the buzzy sensation of her trance, finds
their answer on my 7 x 10 graph, and from that replies
with perfect counseling to help them on their way!!
~~~~
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Chapter 18:
My Creative Process With The Simple Tarot

~~~~
This is my first deck, it was self-published 1980, it took
18 months to create, it's my teaching deck, and it gives
full details.
~~~~

I am a Peace Warrior, a Soldier of Goddess Mother.
That’s something deep in my soul, something puzzling
and ancient remembered from long ago.

Here in this lifetime, back in 1979 and 1980, i
created the Simple Tarot, in its handmade first edition.

It was a way to start my self-taught art career, and
step into a well-equipped Human existence.

But that was a puzzling task, as it was a time of
WAR.  First i’d been a leader for that war, but then one of
countless leaders risen in the Soldiers’ Anti-War Rebel-
lion.  And there i’d led a friend to his death in Pacifist
Struggle.

Well, in Human instinct, losing one of your soldiers
is like the death of your spouse.

So to justify my survival  and move forward in
strength, i needed a way to absorb all that Love & Loss;
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To not let all that Joy & Grief;  All that Defeat & Victory;
That Imprisonment & Freedom, that unrelenting Effort,
and Effort, and Effort;

I needed a way to learn from all that;  To stop it
all from slipping away into forgetfulness and dreams.

But then in summer 1978 my government soldie-
ring was done, and a national enthusiasm for Tarot was
cooking.  So i got a few decks, studied the little fine-print
booklets they came with, and tried them out on myself
and some friends.

In a breakthrough, i soon realized that to work well,
the cards must somehow portray all of Human Life.

So a new Tarot, MY Tarot come out of my life;
Seemed like the only art work big, deep, complex, and
full enuf;  Therefore, i hoped, also of help to others too,
if i did it well enuf.

So several months in, i began sketching:  Seek -
ing a style expressing my ultra-concentrated mind;  Plus
was possible with my neophyte skills.

Then came a breakthrough in a public library:

In an Art  History book,  i  found an old Chinese
style for scrolls, called the “iron wire” school.

Then it took 12 months working thru the 78 cards.

For  each i  produced a  concentrated little  iron-
wire-like picture, by going out into the world to find it,
plus bring back its scrap of Confucian-style poetry, resem-
bling an I Ching hexagram's, to letter on the card as its
meaning.

Thus twelve months to get a handmade deck.

I  made  masters  for  printing  by  copy machine,
typed out more poems, 22 for the Major Arcana, plus one
to myself titled “Invitation”, then began reading for the
public at once.
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Chapter 19: Fabio Saavedra Where Are You?

Here's the project test for the Simple Tarot.

Fabio Saavedra, where are you?  You were a friend.
I had two of your paintings on my walls for years.  I have
a folder of your drawings.

Your apartment just across from mine, across the
poor and lovely courtyard Microcosm, where the Five
of Cups stood waiting to be seen and where the Wheel
of Fortune hung before my startled gaze one morning
in the opened air, your apartment, that cool dark den of
conversations.

Where are your brother and your father and your
mother and your wife?  Where is your little baby boy?

Houston, summer 1980.  I will never forget your
generosity that day, the invitation to your brother’s airy
sunny house, where several of your pieces were arrayed
along a wall and, much to my surprise, some honored per-
son suddenly arrived, a famous critical writer visiting
from South America, your brother whispered to my whis-
pered inquiry, there that day to view your paintings and
advise.

I never will forget the manner.  Utterly courteous
and utterly confident of competence amid the nervous-
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ness that filled the house.  Here was the Four of Wands
indeed.

And when  the  honored  critic,  fragrant  cigarette
held delicately in  fingertips to  be a sort  of ceremonial
wand,  duly  progressing  down  your  wall  of  paintings,
nodding calming murmured affirmations of your expla-
nations and your work itself, came to the little dining table
where you’d stationed me,  I  duly arose with my little
half completed deck of handmade paper cards in hand,
seeing smiles around me, and made bold to speak with
gestures of utmost humble courtesy,  apologetic for the
English which he did not understand and for the excess
inches of my physical height, holding out the deck tenta-
tively and shrugging, asking if he’d care to see a work
in progress.

I  never will  forget your generosity that day,  to
share a treasured resource.

He found the pictures interesting.  He manifestly
did.  He found some of them actually arresting, pausing
for a moment, murmuring assent, as they filed before his
eyes from hand to hand within the fragrant smoke.

Perhaps the Eight of Coins was one of those, its
political dimensions being so acute in 1980 South America,
although it was the man’s Native face I principally watched,
in its intelligent pleasure in surprise.

Handing them back, smiling encouragement and
nodding, repeating twice some word I did not know, he
positively said the piece of work is good, smiling round to
all, returning to the pleasant task for which he’d come.

So the project went on with confidence renewed.
The damn things worked.

Fabio Saavedra, you are still a friend.
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Chapter 20:
My Creative Process With Spirit Hill Tarot

~~~~
This is my second deck, it was self-published 2005, it took
3 years to create, it's a Modern Art deck with 6-sided
cards, and it speaks of emotions.
~~~~

First there was a national enthusiasm for Stand-
up Storytelling, which i did, of course, as deep shamanic
practice,  enacting  classics  of  the  Ancient  British  Isles
and Ancient Greece.

But that primal art unblocked my long-delayed
desire to paint.

So i then created this deck by renting a New England
mountain shack, and doing a 2-year study of the masters
of Modern Painting, inspired by a breathtaking museum
exhibit of Van Gogh.

I finally stood back, looked at the canvases in their
dozens, all congregated on my walls, gathering dust in
corners, and realized there was a Tarot there, needing just
a bit more work then ready to be edited for cards.
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I  realized  that’s  what  the  furious  obsession  had
been for.

I'd started with my beloved Van Gogh, finally quit
when i had one like the 1980’s New York City Van Gogh:
Basquiat.

So this shamanic fine art deck tends to give you
emotional understanding, while its hexagonal cards branch
and twine like living foliage.
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Chapter 21:
My Creative Process With Singing Fish Tarot

~~~~
This is my third deck,  it's self-published in 2021,  it took
12 years to create,  it's a pocket size deck with 31 square
cards of normal Tarot width but cut off square,  cards are
re-named for the alphabet but you get an equivalents
sheet,  pictures are black & white Modern Art resembling
film noir,  card meanings are printed on the backs in elab-
orate text art treatments of narrative verse, and it likes
to tell you little stories.
~~~~

Here’s  the  Final  Form of  my  4-decade  project
to depict  Human Life,  with magic skill,  visual art  skill,
and engineering skill all contributing.

And YES, i see this as my Advanced-Design Tarot.

All my decks used this creative process:

“Concept  :  Trial-Build :  Test”  but  here it  was a
12-year total re-think from Concept to Finish.

It began by considering children’s alphabet blocks
and nursery rhymes, except with adult meanings.
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Like: Let “Ace of Cups” reveal its sexual side as
“A is for Apple”.

Let “The World” become “Z is for Zodiac” with
all else to be found between.

And let the words of their meanings be so full of
action they link hands across cards, creating stories of
“Beginning : Middle : End”.

Two sheets come packed with the deck.  The Sing-
ing Fish have alphabet names, so of course one sheet tells
their names in most decks, plus other miscellany.

But the other sheet is “Alphabet Of Life”.  It’s the
same instructions I earlier wrote for Test Phase One.

Test Phase One: Before there were cards i mem-
orized the new alphabet and worked out how to use it with
no cards.

Then i’d stand there at  social occasions, reveal-
ing people’s lives like a party trick to test the alphabet
concept.  It was worth the embarrassment.

As for testing the final concept of its Card Design,
please see the Engineering Report in the next chapter.

That’s how this took a dozen years, and it came
out pocket-size just like i always planned.

But why was it designed as pocket-size?

To be convenient as emergency equipment when
this brutal civilization collapses.
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Chapter 22: Singing Fish Engineering Report
How were the unusual Singing Fish designed?

I’m going to tell you a technology story
about the Universe.

Me and this  other guy walk in a taco joint near
work for lunch -  this  is  on the factory side of a New
England town near  the wire mill  -  never  mind what  a
New England wire mill is - me with an ulterior motive
in my jacket pocket.

It was summer 1999.  This other guy is smart but
he’s only got a one-week job doing just bulk coding in the
wire factory’s computer office.  We all had the world -
wide then-famous “Y2K” bug that year, which you surely
don't recall, and he’s helping us with that.  Me, I’m the
regular software staff at that factory so for the one week
he’ll be there I am his coworker lead.

Now, all I’ve said is that I’d show him where to get
some Mexican food but actually I have a private project.
So after we eat I push the restaurant paper trash aside
and pull my prototype out of my jacket pocket, slap it
on the table.

A cardboard box: Ordinary cardboard brown but
pocket  size,  a  small  unmarked box and there it  is  by
itself alone equally between us on the table.  He’s not
talkative anyway, and the poor guy is sad today, maybe
depressed, he’s feeling preoccupied and grim today for
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some reason, so he just looks at it for the moment until
I begin my prepared remarks.

You see, I have chosen him to be a test subject.
And I said, “This is an art project.  I’m an artist.

I am asking people to take a look at it so I can watch
their reactions.”

That is such a peculiar thing to hear, and seems
so harmless, that every person I asked accepted out of
curiosity, as he now did, just a shrug however.  Also, I
was glad to see even a little light of joy in his face at the
opportunity for entertainment.

So now my little recruiting thing’s introduction:
First I’m sure I told him, “Understand, this has no impact
or relation to the job at all whatsoever.”  I’m sure I did
that.

You understand I’m quoting accurately even now
because it was a tried and true routine and because that
run of it became one of the most important experiences
of my art career.

It went like this: I’d lay down a very flat neutral
tone like doing a survey on a street corner and I said: “I
am an artist and this is a Chinese-fortunetelling-cookie
kind of art project.”

That’s a  good line and he actually smiles at  the
fortune cookie bit and finally commits himself to speak-
ing out loud, but still just gives me “Okay.”

So  I  continue  to  the  next  step,  loosening  my
vocal  tone for the important  test  instructions  and the
legalistic assurances:

“We have a simple procedure.  Inside the box are
26 paper cards with writing on them.  I will ask you to
think of something, then ask you to open the box and pick
any card at all, then read it silently while I watch.  The
project is at a very crucial early stage and I need to find
out how it’s doing.  I will not ask for any personal infor-
mation about you or your life whatsoever.”
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And my guy - he's a middle-level casual worker
approaching middle age with faded office clothes and a
low end car in the parking lot outside, at the center of an
unhappy day for reasons I will never know and - largely
for the entertainment value of it - he has chosen to take
my peculiar project seriously.

He did not know how very serious I was about
it.  In fact, this unmarked box of 26 hand lettered cards
was an ambitious daring effort and the latest step in my
true life’s work.

Example:  One card in there has “L is for Lake”
lettered boldly at the top.  Then in normal print it tells a
tiny seed of story, that one day you’re walking in some
hills, getting footsore and dusty, and you find a beautiful
lake.  It’s quite isolated so of course you strip off and go
in,  discovering that while you’re simply floating there
your soul rises to the surface.

Here  is  a  commonplace  blue-ruled  index  card,
hundred  to  a  pack  from an  office  supply store,  hand
lettered,  no picture,  but  is  secretly the Ace Of Water
card from Tarot.  It ends with a small seed of advice,
supposed to be simultaneously spiritual and practical
advice somehow, then finally repeats “L is for Lake”.

That’s only one example of what’s in the box and I
have no knowledge which this test subject picked, for there
are 26 cards in there, A and Z and all the rest, and I will
only see the blank backs of the cards in this test setup
across a table.

But you’ve probably got the concept: This is sup-
posed to be an alphabet of human life that an intelligent
person could memorize and then throw away the physical
cards, thereafter working up some other process for doing
readings with no physical impedimenta at all.

It’s supposed to be in case you’re in a homeless
camp or if you’re after our modern world has crashed or
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whatever.  That’s the concept.  And of course human beings
in many cultures develop tools of that general type.

Now my good gentleman has  nodded that  he’s
ready.  In this moment I was here with you explaining
that above, he has quickly and carefully thought about
it.  He has weighed the likely entertainment value inher-
ent in my claim of “art”, has weighed this opportunity to
help a stranger brother, has weighed my pledge to leave
his privacy and livelihood alone, has weighed whatever
thoughts he has on Chinese fortune cookies, and accepted,
so he nodded decisively for me to go ahead.

Now I offer him the same suggestion I offered you,
somewhere in this book, where it  says to choose some
issue in your life where you genuinely want good advice
or a hint of how to see things usefully and truly, and it tells
you get your issue extremely clear and vivid in your mind.
I tell him that.

Then I study his face.  He is visibly a little cau -
tious, finds some touchy problem in his life he is reluctant
to think about so that he winces and frowns, but his eyes
show me he is certainly thinking about that thing, and
pausing to collect it vividly, and then he says to me, in
pain you understand, “Yeah?”

“Now please,” I answer, “if you want to do this,
just open the little box and pick out any card and read
it.  Please read it silently to yourself.”

With his hands trembling enough to see, he opens
the box and takes a card out which he holds near himself,
in some degree of privacy, to read.  He’s frowning in
intense multi-layered focus.

May we talk technicalities?

After all,  this small  box is supposedly an infor-
mation storage and retrieval device.  Right?  And this
design problem is elegant, interesting and useful, is it
not?  Very elegant perhaps?  So how about we dip into
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the technicalities of the design a little bit?  Why don’t I
just take a minute to list my top 3 design objectives?

Okay? Design Objective #1 might surprise you.
It surprised me when I first noticed it during my earlier
work.  It’s this:

Since a questioner is allowed to ask absolutely any
question about their life, a well functioning Tarot deck
kind of system must contain a good answer to any pos-
sible human life question.  And that is to say, the infor -
mation in my device, if it were just sorted out in an appro-
priate way, could tell every human story.

Of course that sounds impossibly huge but it turns
out that human life everywhere is uniform enough, and
humans are so brilliant, that this Objective #1 is not even
very hard.

Okay? Should I get even further in the technical
weeds on this? Just for a minute I’ll point this out: One
essential feature of the storage in this kind of device is
beauty.

It is beautiful poetry in some of these systems.
After all, we know that even a single phrase of poetry
sometimes opens whole volumes of memory and imagin-
ings in our minds.  It’s like some censoring part of our
mind gets dazzled by the beauty and just lets poetry come
in and open every associated door and then we can look
in those compartments.

Okay then, there is a traditional practice in our
culture you might be familiar with: For example in the
US.  South where I come from, among people who under-
stand the Bible vividly, it  is common to ask a question
about life, then open a Bible and touch a page to find a
wise appropriate answer.  So which version of the Bible
do they choose? In my experience people always use the
King James Version.  Its language is far more beautiful
than other versions so it’s far more evocative in your
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mind.

(Me too; In the King James I love especially Eccle-
siastes and Job; it's fascinating non-Socratic philosophy
poetry supposedly originally composed by Solomon and
in the King James the thinking power is huge.  I hold that
entire book in very deep respect.)

But I don’t have a box of beautiful poems waiting
for us on the restaurant table.  I am a fair poet sometimes
but have never yet risen to the King James Shakespearean
level.  No, what I have inside that box - or at least what
my design calls for in that box - is beautiful story.

I do know story pretty well.  It has been the school
and core of my artistic practice.  I learned it by years of
diligent performance.

We started in 1969, me and story, talking resistance
with fellow US. soldiers during an especially terri fying
US. war, studying oratory tips in the Autobiography of
Malcolm X on how to serve an audience in mortal stress
like that.  That was my first artistic discipline, as to say
disciplined art work.

Then we got some polish from the storytelling boom
of the 1970’s and 80’s.  I joined a guild and the public
came to our guild shows in droves.  I got up to treatments
of the great British and Greek stuff, had them jumping to
their feet with that sometimes.  Me and story learned to
weave the spell quite beautifully in Pagan rituals too
where the magic got freaking bare naked.

So I have studied story.  So for this new project’s
design - this project which has by now matured into the
Singing Fish Tarot - I chose story as the mode of beauty
in which human life wisdom would be coded.

One of those index cards tells that you’re hiking in
the hills and find a beautiful lake.  Another says you’re
resting after giving birth.  Another has you gazing at the
stars while pondering life on Earth.  Another says you
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bring a treasure home from a cruel land of giants while
another has you bite an apple, taste its delicious juice
and see the seeds.  You’re sitting waiting for a door to
open in another.

Do you see that 26 of these could possibly,  all
together mixed and matched, tell every human story?

And of course, in our taco shop that noon - there
with the poor wage slave who has become my stranger
brother gentleman - I am sitting there studying his face
in pain and hoping ardently that a card sorted out of that
box - or two or three cards if he wants - will offer real
guidance by telling a true story of where he is, plus show
an available path ahead to a good ending.

But before we slip back into that story - which, as
I’ve already said, was one of the strongest experiences of
my art career - before we return to that restaurant lunch,
we really must discuss Design Objective #2.  Because
you are already asking about it.

So let’s skip lots and lots of other technical stuff
but I am sure you are already wanting to hear about Objec-
tive #2.  And then later back there we will find the third
objective.

Objective #2 is this: When our friend’s fingertips
reach in that little box they definitely must find a card
that is correct for his question.  And of course you’re
asking me: How?

Back then my theories were still theories I didn't
feel, and what I saw in the moment made me feel what
people naturally feel: I do not know.

When a human gets into a properly attentive, will-
ful and open state of mind, and if you’re using a system
of expression where you understand the language, then a
correct card does turn up - or a correct spot on a correct
page of a book will attract your eye or other such - or, if
you’re among the ancient Greeks, when you toss pebbles
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on a board they will make a meaningful pattern - reliably
as if in conscious conversation with you.  With my own
eyes I’ve seen this happen several thousand times.

I know how it feels - anyone who does this knows
how it feels, as you probably know too from mysterious
creative moments in your life that were effectively simi-
lar - but I could not explain it.

Alright, the obvious possibilities:  This happens by
some surprising fact of time and space, or some illusion
in our thinking; or I'd say both.  I'll guess this is a mental
skill that masks the deep reality of quantum physics, dev-
eloped in us by our evolution.  All as vague to us as our
understanding of our fingers and toes.

But I can offer some context to the philosophical
dilemma.  This makes me feel better.

From ancient Greece, a fellow named Plato tells
us stories about his dearly loved teacher Socrates a war
veteran who studied at Eleusis.

In one, Plato has Socrates telling us a story about
the time when Socrates, went around to all the city's best
creative artists, asking them all the same question.

That was Athens in its golden age so they were
surely poets and playwrights, maybe actors but maybe
not,  painters on pottery who were sculptors really too,
the other sculptors who carved stone statues, maybe the
painters of pictures on walls, and certainly some brilliant
architects.

Plato says Socrates says he went around asking all
of these highly creative people the same highly annoying
question: Where did all the creative stuff come from?

Well, Socrates says - or Plato says he says - they
all gave the same vague easy answer first.  Everyone of
them first said: “Well, it comes from the Gods.”

But that’s too easy because nobody knows what the
Gods are.   So then Socrates,  being Socrates,  he pressed
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them.  He would insist, “But really really, where does all
the creative stuff come from?”

And every one of them, every one, answered, “I
don’t know.”

So if you ask me how, ignoring theory, does the
vast creative moment happen when a hand reaches for a
Tarot card and knows which one to pick - and moments
when a hand holds a chisel or a painting brush and finds
the truth - and equally astonishing moments in your life -
then I feel in good company if I answer truly: “Besides
theory, I don’t know.”

But I certainly do know this and design to count
on this: Human beings are brilliant.

Have you watched an artist  weaving tapestry?
Human life is a weaving together of threads.  And we
are very good at that.

We human beings are very often quick to drop one
thread and pick up another to twine into our life when
reality demands it.  We’re very good at that, but to do it
we must look beyond our current selves.

To choose new threads of life we need to look out-
side our fears and shames and pains, our expectations and
beliefs.  So constantly - all through human history all
across the world - we resort to vision tools like Tarot.

They give us telepathy with the Cosmic.
So we have arrived at last back at our workman’s

lunch.  My stranger friend, if I may presume to call him
that, sits beyond our restaurant table, and over there his
hands and face - with our paper card in his hand like a
theater prop - are enacting tight held silent drama.  It is
a drama that is real and real and real.

What did he ask?  I do not know.  What answer
did the magic I have conjured for him then advise?  I do
not know.

But I can see thoughts across his face, thoughts
reaching through the tiny gestures of his hands, turbulently
flowing through him in the wave-like motion done by
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ocean rising on a beach, and then of course it breaks:

He throws down that card, face down on the table,
and grabs the little box and reaches in it for another.

What card now?  I do not know.  But at least my
greatest  fear is answered, or seems to be, by the small
surprise of recognition,  then the smile of waking hope
that plays  across his  face above the pain while he is
reading this one.

And then the small brief nod of satisfaction.

So I think and hope at least my life’s true work
has not flown off to nonsense fantasy.

But then the accusation strikes him that I’m telling
lies and his mind slams shut.

Cruelty arises from his pain; the faith in cruelty,
the faith reality entirely is cruel, our universal dark belief
all hope, with all its lovely perfumed vanity, is always lies.
From his long familiar pain this long familiar poisonous
antidote arises with its universal set hard grinning grim-
ace of the jaw, and its squint about the eyes, and its brow
pressing down.

He throws down that second card, face down too,
and now grabs the box again and has them all out - 24
of them are in his hands - and, intent to tear the farce
apart, he scans them fast.

Logically, there can’t be anything in there to prove
the dark faith that my artistic entertainment is a carnival
of lies - our demonstration is far past that point - and
yet I know the hodge podge that he’s thinking because
I’ve thought it too.

First, when you first see Tarot work, you guess the
cards are surely all the same, all the same and all com-
pletely vague, every one of them full of gay balloons that
all fly perhaps, you guess, above vague warnings that a
person must become joy and must become a friend and
must become yourself and move your bowels on a proper
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schedule or else remain the sad unhappy wretch you are,
which would, of course, answer any human question and
tell any human story if you are a stupid fool.

Then perhaps you guess - after you look and see 
the cards are not like that at all - that this strong thing 
invading your brain is from The Devil, or perhaps you
don’t.  And The Devil is real in one sense, very real: He 
or she or it is a lively character indeed in our instinctive 
understanding of our lives; for when we go to war we 
cast our enemies or their commander in that role.  But I
don’t see him doing that, or else I hope I don’t.

And indeed, when the anger in him did take words
it was the other anger.  It was nobler anger but not fully
noble, for he has stepped into a threshold, a dharma gate, 
but has not stepped beyond.

First  he saw the hunt for wickedness or vanity
among the cards is false and gave it up.  Then he drops
them on the table, lays his hands on them to keep them
still.  Suddenly he nails me with a deeply bitter vivid
glance, but bitter with a higher hope for decent open
understanding rising in it.

And behind that complex glance he then declares
these words out loud: “You’re breaking my world!”

So I see he feels betrayed but not by me.  I’m sure
I understood his meaning and understand it now, both
from my own thinking and from experiences in years of
counseling and teaching.

He felt betrayed by the incessant voices constantly
saying that magic cannot happen.  For indeed, he's ded-
icated difficult years and years to work assembling skills 
for human life in a prison world where a carapace of bone 
confines the human mind and where the human soul, if 
one exists at all, is pale and lifeless voiceless shadow.

He has sacrificed life to that ideology and from it
garnered mainly crippling pain, and now he has discov-
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ered utter proof that enormous lies are in it.

Yes, he has stepped into a threshold but has not
stepped on through.  And so I see my Singing Fish Tarot
in this preliminary form has failed.  Design Objective
#3:  It ought to be a soul guide and soul teacher.  I later
saw The Moon in it was weak and fixed that.

He has cried, “You’re breaking my world!”

In that emergency I cast my eyes into imaginary
worlds to find the proper helpful answer.

I do not know it’s right, that answer I then offered
him, for I've never seen him since that week and scarcely
shared more than mere politeness in the few days that
were left that week of our acquaintance.  And it did seem
harsh, and I hope I did entirely mean well for him.

And I spoke the truth.

I did hear it in a proper noble place when I was
sitting there in human conversation after our sparse feast,
casting eyes to places that I know.  I heard the answer
that I gave him from a darkness high and to the left, a
place where - in my inborn instinct of astronomy - The
Moon appears.  And her answers to a wandering soul do
necessarily seem harsh sometimes.

For it was this:

I waved a hand dismissingly and - in a tone that I
remember as not lordly, rather this:  Scorning cowardice
in a senior veteran comrade.

I said:

“Oh, we all get over that eventually.”

So odd it seems, and yet so true.
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Chapter 23: Awaking In A Dream

A Poem Of Cosmic Telepathy 

There are many tales, of course, of Lao Tzu who,
according to the legends, wrote 

The Watercourse Way,
a little book of nature poetry,

upon which other thinkers
then built up the lean, beautiful and tough

spiritual philosophy of Taoism.
Here’s one of them.

The story flies us to the early morning of a day
when our hero was a bright but sorrowful young man.

He was a bureaucratic junior clerk in the palace
of a rich and brutal warlord prince.

The sparkling morning and the budding springtime
garden grounds through which he trod to work

belied the torment in the young man’s soul.

This day’s duty was to be an awful deed which
no one with an open heart could ever wish.
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The garden path led on across a footbridge
on a lovely brook and, setting foot onto

the rising boards, his paces further slacked.

His gaze was beckoned to the sparkling water.

On the arch’s highest little height the now
unconscious footsteps stopped and

- mind, heart and soul -
he found himself drawn out

into the clear deep rippling stream.

This was the moment when a human
asks of “there” and “here”.

As another poet wrote,
do I dream the butterfly

or does the butterfly dream me?
Gazing deep into the world I see only

countless things which mirror me.

So: What are “you” and “I”
and what am “I” to do?

But in this young man’s mind no riddle
of that sort found any weight.

The doubtless fundamental knowledge that this
clarity exists would henceforth lure and guide

his thoughts and steps.

The beauty of reality had possessed Lao Tzu
and he was struck with lifelong love.
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Chapter 24: Troubles

 Why is it so often possible to accurately foretell
the future?  Because Reality hurries to make itself known
to open minds who seek it.

One time a friend of mine behested me to help a
friend of hers who had a bit of trouble.  This other person
did a marginally profitable small  business organizing
public divination events in shopping malls.

My friend had promised to work at one of these
events on a certain Saturday but had to cancel and natur -
ally felt obliged to find a replacement.

And incidentally, I come from that economic class
of small trade so I understand that kind of obligation as a
moral issue.  My friend assured me it was scrupulously
honest, and well motivated, and would in fact be a chal -
lenge as it was outside my usual line, at that time, of
free pastoral counseling.

I agreed and I showed up on the appointed morning
at the appointed pre-opening time at the shut glass doors
of the specified shopping mall, with a folding card table,
and three folding chairs, and a canvas bag containing lunch,
beverage, the First Edition of The Simple Tarot and other
small equipment.
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It was a challenge.  It was a shopping mall.  The
customers paid twenty bucks for twenty minutes and money
back if not completely satisfied.

Actually they would browse a bit, around outside
our red plush rope corral there in front of a department
store, perusing the services on offer, our eight neatly set
tables with our little signs and our various card decks
and gazing crystals  available  for patronage,  then pay
the proprietor at a table at the entrance to our red plush
rope corral; …

Then  with  their  pink  paper  ticket  just  like  at  a
movie  show in  hand  they would  either  proceed  to  the
desired table or else take a turn at the electronic palm-
reading aura-photograph machine.

I’m proud to say my customers were satisfied.

It was a challenge.  Retail is not easy.

First it was a rather busy morning and noon, maybe
four or five of the usual sort of bewilderments and emo-
tional dislocations that life ordinarily bestows on us all, and
all pretty much successfully reaching agreement on the
facts of the case and choices that might be helpful.

So, it's still early afternoon and I'm feeling refreshed
by an egg salad sandwich, low-fat milk and a brisk walk
around the place.  I felt exercised and limbered up.

Two  women  entered,  very  young  and  older.   A
daughter  and  mother,  relying  closely  on  each  other’s
tender love according to their body language.

They are dressed alike in ladies' suits; tasteful and 
groomed, serious reserved decorum.  It was a comfort-
able style of suit worn by ladies with open minds.

I was not occupied and they came directly to my
table.  They'd bought one ticket the older lady presented 
as I rose and bowed, she saying with a tense but gentle 
smile that the reading was a gift to her daughter.
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In my mind’s  eye  the young lady’s  calm clean
pretty face resembled certain Picasso portraits  where
the face is dramatically split by a vertical line with a
different shading scheme on either half.

Actually the dividing line was tilted slightly toward
my left as I was looking at her.  It crossed her face’s center
line a little higher than the eyes.

I  examined this  remarkable effect  in  the mind’s
eye, as you may imagine, with considerable surprise and
extreme care.

I discovered this was merely a generalized approx-
imate depiction of something deeper which had an effect
of splitting her, for when I palpated around that intersec-
tion spot in the mind’s  eye with imaginary fingertips,
there was released a powerful emotional scent  of dire
foreboding.

So I conjured into my eyes whatever vague image
I had on hand of the shape and functioning of the human
brain, fitted that to the picture, focused into that as finely
as possible, saw something wrong beyond my ability to
recognize,  it  being  represented  merely as  resembling
cascading water, and I became convinced that her brain
was malfunctioning.

The disorder radiated from a small region near
upper center, slightly to the left as I was looking at her.

Would that I could reach in that easily and set things
right.

I invited them to please be seated around the table,
the sick girl to my right and the mother to her right.  It
seemed the best arrangement at the square card table.

I played one of my standard opening moves, asking
if they had a specific question or else desired a general
reading.  They chose a general reading.
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Considering the girl’s condition - probably unable
to fully participate - I decided to play the cards entirely
myself, ignoring the general reading request.  Instead I
dealt a small pattern of a few cards, asking only for the
most important and solid aspects of the future.

That’s what I wanted to see immediately in order
to guide my opening of the verbal conversation.

I don’t recall which cards they were - that’s not
usually the kind of thing your memory records - but the
cards chose to show me one single thing.

There was a major event scheduled for the very
near future from which these ladies were dearly hoping
for good results.

There was a strong sense of their hopes, and that
the event would certainly take place; but the spread of
cards was too small to represent more detail or the likely
results.  And I said all that, pointing out my reasoning on
the pictures and the printed words.

Now, this next bit - when a client suddenly decides
to  open up because  they suddenly decide  you  can  be
trusted - this doesn’t often happen with such a sudden
rush in Tarot reading.

This is more typical of methods where you work
without graphic aids,  like spirit  mediumship.   Because
there you don’t have things the client can see for them -
selves to check your veracity, at least to some degree, and
also to maintain their self-reliance.

 In methods without graphic aids a self-respecting
client needs to see you pass a serious test, before they
take you seriously.  So this phenomenon like a sudden
threshold of trust is much more common there.

For example, in spirit mediumship the dead person
will almost always start right in immediately by giving
you something to say purely for recognition.
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Like,  one day a  different  friend brought  a  lady
round the house who was earnestly yearning to talk with
her dear brother, because he’d been killed in an auto wreck
without the chance to say goodbye.

Well, the very first thing this fellow said for me to
say was a rather joking insult of the lady’s boyfriend.  It
turns out  he'd always humorously insulted his  sister’s
boyfriends, as a loving intimacy between them, a quite
remarkable sort of chaste virtuous filial eroticism.

She burst into tears of joy.  There ensued a fare-
well conversation of such tenderness as one feels privi -
leged to witness in a lifetime.

But as I say, a sudden recognition of the reader’s
honesty and earnestness for truth, that recognition sud-
denly breaking on the situation, that is not the usual way
of things in a Tarot reading.

And that afternoon, at the moment their appoint-
ment was predicted, there were no tears nor any flood of
words.  My two ladies were too composed for that.

There was instead a psychic exhalation of immense
relief.  Nor was I the entity they suddenly trusted.  Instead
it’s almost right to say they suddenly trusted God, or
something like it.

On seeing that demonstration of reality’s eagerness
to be known, written there for them to see right on those
pictures and the printed words, that clear prediction of
a thing they knew was in the offing, there was released
in them some knotty fear.

I thought perhaps a fear that unintelligible chaos
rules the world.

Visibly to me, the chakra in their bosoms light-
ened.  Both together breathed a sigh which in its visible
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depiction in my eyes filled our little space in that worldly
place with lightened color.

Prayer can arise from many aspects of a human
being, not only from our Buddha consciousness, to use a
common phrase, but also from the awareness we focus on
this world, or from our skin and blood and bones.

Their  nearly silent sigh arose from deep within
their bodies.  It held some vaguely audible echo of some
formula of words.  It reached into the ground and opened
toward the sky.

So then the mother trusted me with information.
She informed me in a minimum of calmly spoken senten-
ces that - as the cards had said - that Monday morning
they would go to see a doctor, a new one, who might
finally diagnose her daughter’s illness.

Given that,  perhaps  a  useful  treatment  could be
found.  They were wondering if this reading could predict
the outcome.  This was Saturday; they had many hours
in which to hope and worry.

I didn’t bother with my standard suggestion: You
should rephrase that kind of question.  Usually, instead
of a prediction, you should request advice on what to do,
for that's a question from an open mind.  I rephrased it
myself and set about it.

What could they do to maximize the chances of
success?  What should I tell them on that score?

The High Priest, the psychopomp, the masculine
teacher - came up - Me - I remember that - and some other
card which seemed to represent a female student - Her.
A few more verified my understanding.

So I began at last to speak directly to the daughter,
as her temporary teacher: “Mental illness is a very diffi -
cult life.”
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She blinked in some surprise,  for  mental illness
had not been mentioned by anyone, but she then nodded
definite agreement.

“It is a very difficult life,” I repeated, “but it is a
life that you can learn from.”

There was, in fact, not much I knew.  Were there
useful drugs for this condition?  I did not know.

Could scan machines pinpoint the trouble?  Yes or
no, that wasn’t indicated in these cards and I certainly
had insufficient confidence in the psychic scan I’d done
to venture that opinion.

And was it even a physical disorder?  For all I
knew, that microscopic cascade in her head might symbo-
lize some ghastly memory or self-deceit and she might
need a psychiatric talking cure.

But a proper boatman rows the boat they have,
however small, so tend the business you have on hand.

I had asked the cards what I should say and they
displayed this relationship of a soul-guide teacher and a
student.

Apparently there was to  be a manifestation of all
those old Zen and Tao stories on the subject, some mani-
festation like my experiences as student and teacher,  a
tale like some teacher of mine told about their teacher,
or such as that.

So I drew up all I knew of such relationships, the
basic common human facts of how to make that relation-
ship work for best results, and spoke on that.

I advised the girl to exercise her judgment on this
doctor.  Judge this doctor on the score of whether this
could be her teacher.

If a therapeutic regimen was found or not, a long
road lay ahead, a lifetime as a human being lay ahead, and
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techniques must be learned to manage.  Techniques must
be found to nurture her humanity.  And a teacher must be
found who teaches what the student needs to learn.

That was the gist of it as I recall.  Of course, in
that state of mind the words tumble forth too quickly to
be weighed and measured into memory, so other things
perhaps were said as well.

In any case, her clear pretty bright-eyed attentive
face is etched in memory as vividly as anything I’ve ever
seen.  While a twenty-dollar prophet spoke, she weighed
and measured every word of it  exactly with the same
brave careful  prudence I  was dearly hoping she would
find within herself that Monday morning.

There were some little smiles and nods.

When I was finished talking, finding nothing more
along that line, her mother spoke.  Thank you very much,
she said in frank sincerity.

Was it twenty minutes? I looked at the clock I’d
set out on the table there for clients to see and yes it was.
Well,  but I felt  nearly like a cheat.   They had paid me
with their confidence and good company far more than
twenty minutes worth.

I would never see these people again; was there
at least some necessary parting thought?  No, not even
that came to mind.

So we made a little ceremony of taking leave, shak-
ing hands, my customary thanks for their trust, and best
wishes for the future.  With the same air of dignity and
calm in which they’d come, they left.

It was only then I realized the daughter had never
spoken.  Apparently her illness interfered with speech,
but she had been so honestly herself, and so open, that
words from her had truly not been needed.
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So you see, that is the largest personal experience
from which I speak about visioning the future.  That story
does illustrate what I hoped to say.

When we are forced by incomprehensible causes to
live in situations unfit for human life - whether by illness
mysteriously opening beneath our feet, or through enor-
mous circumstances like the billions of us who live in
poverty, or if we find ourselves the helpless prey of those
who feed their demons on our pain, or in whatever  way
we find ourselves in desperate frustration of human hope
without a visible exit; ...

In those times we yearn for evidence that there
is sense beneath the chaos.

And our yearning is focused on the future.

Some of us can be satisfied with nonsense prom-
ises of heaven in another world, or nonsense schemes for
purifying society here by brutal politics and war.

Some retreat into an attitude of self-defense and
denial.  Some seek oblivion in drunkenness.  And there
is always suicide.

But there are also always those who seek to under-
stand by thinking with an open mind.  For those there is
always available the epiphany of Lao Tsu and Rumi, the
epiphany of reality hurrying to make itself known.

That can be a brave thinking person’s reconcil -
iation with the Universe.
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Chapter 25:

Using Or Not Using The Reversed Card Feature

When you look up a Tarot card’s meaning, you'll
often see 2 meanings, with the 2nd meaning labeled as
“Reversed”.

IE: It says that when you turn a card face-up and
see it’s upside-down, then you should interpret it with
this “reversed” meaning.

(As you’ll see, this chapter is difficult because this fea -
ture of Tarot is very valuable but quite confusing.  I am
sorry.)

Well, first: Nowadays artists often design decks
where it’s hard to tell if cards are upside-down or not,
like my Singing Fish and Spirit Hill, so with them just
ignore the 2nd meaning.

But with my Simple Tarot, for example, it’s easy
to see when cards are upside-down, and with it i often
use this feature.

(So of course i’m only speaking of decks where it can
be done.)
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Where it's possible it’s a valuable OPTIONAL fea-
ture doubling the number of meanings in the cards’ lang-
uage;  And i teach a simplified method for doing it that
i’ll explain in a moment;  But i’ve found even that is too
complicayted for most beginners to enjoy, altho in gen-
eral i think they should learn it for later on.

So i’ll first explain turning the feature off or on,
then i'll explain the simplified method when you have it
on, so you'll never again need to look up or memorize a
reversed meaning.

And remember:

The deck can hear your thoughts.

(ALSO: If you NEVER use this feature, then your decks
won’t get confused SO YOU CAN IGNORE THIS CHAP-
TER ENTIRELY.)

1: Turning the feature off:
For example: I do this when using my Simple Tarot, if
i feel i want its language simple and straightforward.

Also: i’ll  do this  when teaching a beginner with that
deck, because of course i want them to know such
a useful option.

At the very start of your reading, say these words:

“Upside down is the same as right-side up.”

It’s easy,  but if you use the feature you MUST
say it, so the deck won’t get confused and give you a
reading as clear as mud.

Me, i’ve formed an invariable habit of THINKING
those words quickly, clearly and emphatically with such
decks.  Atho, of course, with a beginner using such a
deck, i insist they say it out loud.
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And it doesn’t matter that you feel silly;  If you
ever use the feature, but not always, then just say it or
you’ll be sorry.

2: Turning the feature on:
At the start of your reading, say clearly:
“Upside down is different from right-side up.”
But of course don’t bother if you ALWAYS use the 
feature.

3: Interpreting with the feature on:
Now AT LAST here’s the part you’ll enjoy, because
here’s how to give the deck its enriched language, but 
you'll never again look up or memorize a reversed
meaning!

This also is complicayted, so i’ll set it out in micro-
steps:

3a: You turn a card face-up and see it’s upside-down.

3b: Temporarily rotate it right-side-up and study it.

3c: Get its regular meaning fixed in your mind.

3d: Now think: “The deck is telling me this is a lie.”

3e: Now wonder: “Why is it telling me this is a lie?”
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Chapter 26: Being Many Voices

I was studying a painting in a museum one time,
long ago while  I  was studying painting intently,  lunch
time more or  less,  perched on one of  the little  stools
provided, sitting very still for quite a while and staring
fixedly, stalking a picture like a cat.

It  was two gauzy fuzzy buzzy patches of colors
that would normally contrast, three feet tall or so, a quite
wonderful Rothko canvas, maybe 1956.  I was studying
Rothko.

Entered then some high school kids upon the scene.
They gathered around this silent oddity with smiles and
silent nods toward me for greetings.

Most of them crowded right behind me, leaning
down and actually craning their necks to scientifically
peer over the shoulders of this purported Galileo and
along his line of sight.  Amusing.  To them.  Practically
a Monty Python sketch.

But one bright forward proud commendable young
woman, standing to the side, spoke up, rather shrugging
off some irritation, asking if I understood this picture.
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I claimed I did.  Sure.  I thought I’d better, but
I didn’t say that.

Furthermore,  as a diversion almost  as much as
honest curiosity, I asked what she might make of it.

Rothko was a mystic visionary,  more or less an
esoteric Jew.

The smart girl took a fair stab at the thing all right,
lunging toward the canvas with a hand up, pointing.

She allowed the red might be to stand for passion
of some sort, fear or anger, and maybe green might be
to symbolize ...

Her waving fingertip was like to deftly hack the
picture wing from leg, and I could not help but cry out
“no!” immediately, several times repeatedly, actually in
a sincere fit of mental pain.

That sort of intellectual decoding mode can awake
some pictures, Kandinsky’s from his theoretical years,
and Torres-Garcia  generally,  some others.   But  never
Rothko.  Never Rothko.

She was spouting nonsense, going nowhere, and
knew it from the silence it gave her back.  There fore her
irritation at this thing.  That picture simply will  not talk
in preconceived symbols.

But how was I to answer?
I did not know her.   And besides,  my thoughts

before - when I myself was looking for a way through
that canvas veil into the Holy Mysteries - had equally
gone nowhere.

What if some well armed seeker boldly strode up to
you in a public square, loudly demanded a flower sermon,
or koan, or hexagram, or rune, AT ONCE and you (obedi -
ently rifling through your pockets) found none?

Embarrassing, especially with a crowd of slackers
lounging round.
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But  there’s  a  dodge that’s  sometimes  handy for
such moments:   Glance  outward  and  snatch  an  omen
from the air.

To wit: The smart girl had deftly demonstrated
fencing;  actors  learn fencing;  she might  be an acting
student;  I  might  try an acting metaphor!   This  works
more often than you’d think.

So I quickly conjured up an Arts Professor voice
and turned its spigot to see what might come through.

It spoke - to me as well as her - about a practical
approach:  You  should  look  into  that  painting  like  an
actor pondering their part in a script.

Does it say “red”?  Well then, put yourself into
various modes of thought and feeling till this red is what
you see, then speak from there.

Green?  Likewise cast about until you find your-
self in such a place, then try to speak from both those
places simultaneously.  I said all that.

But I thought: What about at least some promise of
the Mysteries?  What about at least a hint of Kabbalah
or something of the sort?

And yet that’s all the Arts Professor said, and that
even in a quite pedantic tone, rather scolding even, which
I did not care for in the least.

And even worse; to my horror, one of the slackers
lounging round behind me even actually giggled at the
worthy girl getting marked down.

Yet she took it in good heart.  After first growling
feline menace at the fool who had laughed, evidently in
an on-going rivalry where she, of course, held an upper
hand, she then took the Arts Professor seriously.

She took him seriously enough to begin silently
gazing into the painting.
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And I could plainly see the colors of her mind
folding in and out like a kaleidoscope or rather like one
of those delicately tinted origami paper flowers that you
can morph from shape to shape.

And then, wanting to respect her mental privacy,
I looked away into the picture.

And there was Rothko’s mystic vision waking up
to present life.

There was not something you would call a flow
of energy.

 It was a wave of complex harmony standing there
now between this woman and the man who stood before
that self-same surface with a brush.

The colors of that Holy Veil standing before them
both  were billowing,  overlaying,  separating,  merging,
dancing, singing.  Amazing.

That’s Modern Art.
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Chapter 27: Also The Dancing Ground Again

~~~~
Here is a chapter from my novel "Dark Of Light" which
is set on the pilgrimage march of the Eleusis Mysteries
in Ancient Greece.  This is a flashback to the earlier life
of the young woman who is leading the great march this
year, her first year in that duty.
~~~~

There was a moment when she knew her marriage
bed and all of that would never be.  Or rather when she
knew that if all that were never done then still her priest -
hood would be worth the lack of it.  Or rather when she
first  with  conscious  judgment  chose  her  priesthood
absolutely past all that, regardless what might be.  It was
so hard for boys to take a girl like her but by that time,
that  afternoon  of  choice,  her  dearest  childhood  chum
already had a husband and a newborn.

A stitching bee.  She was home for the holiday.
Old Auntie Kettle plucked a random fussy little child from
underfoot, examined it and knowingly declared “Oh, he
wants to eat!”

And with a glance about the little yard where they
were sitting at the work she then,  of course, thrust the
hungry child into the bosom of the only healthy milking
woman present.  Of course, and yet …
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Sixteen herself, her infant then days old, scarcely
yet a week of life between she and the tiny one she loved
above all else, and it her first, and never yet another child
had she yet put to tit, and sleeping unsuspecting of this
breach, this betrayal of a holy trust,  this  fracturing of
sacred love, it sleeping unsuspecting nearby in a shady
basket cradle wreathed with dainty flowers.

Old aunties know their work.  There was a choice
to make - community or selfishness - and now was time
to get it made.

The young mother’s face was blanched in horror
and she stared.

And the priestess girl, the closest friend, the cousin
tried and true, the intimate of bygone times, now come
home for the holiday, was sitting just beside with mouth
agape, astonished at the shock of such an ordinary thing.
And her own tits were yearning to give suck.

And yet  she  understood  it  all  intensely  without
jealousy.

No spite and yet  suddenly the tears burst  out in
panicked grief that such a life as this, of such surpassing
beauty as this was, would not be hers.

Where would her Goddess take her?  Was she a
stranger here already?  The temple’s early years - the
years they gave the girls and boys who would apprentice
back into the village rites - were almost done and no one
thought that she would leave Elfesus.

So could she ever again be home in this loved and
dreaded village yard, this place of utmost courage?  Was
she a stranger here already?

Here was, in fact, the tragic fact that had and has
informed great tragic song and poetry across that culture-
world from Ur to Ireland.  To live where they were living,
with the means of living that were then in hand, humans
must compromise continually between competing demands
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which were, despite the contraries of those demands, so
doubtlessly innate to human nature or else so innate in the
way that they perforce must live, as to be both, contrary
though they were,  doubtlessly sacred.   These people
danced a labyrinth with every step.

And then she understood that understanding this so
well - that seeing this eternal tragic majesty of human
life so well - was more than human heart could bear at
such close reach.

She was not made to be one of the aunties here
where every instant of your life demanded so much acqui-
escence to the Fates.

And this was just the very thing the village boys
all feared of finding in her bed, this wish for knowledge
over faith.  This constant groping in the cavern of the
well behind the eyes.  This blaze of unaccounted thought.
This laughter bursting from her weeping heart.

Indeed, they understood her to be mad.  And here
and now - on this particular ground at this particular mo-
ment of this life - she was.

It can’t be said the fit of laughing weeping took her
unawares this second time.  She felt it shadowed when
she saw her well loved cousin start and stare.

Then when the well loved cousin nodded, pulled
the chiton down and held the hungry one to let the hands
and lips seek out the teat, she felt it like a storm of know-
ing rushing up her spine.

Then when an eager voluntary squirt dripped down
the little cheek the fit came fully on.

She sat there slumped down on her stool just like
the other time, the stitching things all fallen from her vio-
lently shaking hands and trod beneath her tapping feet,
but this time knew exactly why she laughed and wept.

The world was just so beautiful.
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And yet, what was the use of this?  The dire frus -
tration of these crippling fits - the inability to work, the
liability it placed on her companions - all came exactly
to this point: They who were so beautiful, how could she
ever serve them as a lunatic?

But then her well loved cousin looked her in the
eyes to gain attention, looked down at the child she had
at breast,  looked into her eyes again with dire anguish
manifest in each contour of her face and silently clearly
asked:

“Dear priestess friend, is this a crime that I have
done?”

Did they see she looked at  things  they did not
see?  Did they realize that this insanity was saturated
all and all with holy revelation?

Apparently they did.  For it was Auntie now who
stood behind her quaking body, embraced to try to hold
her shoulders still, and - even while her head was bobbing
to and fro and even while the sobs and laughter barked
out of her throat - the old matron bent to speak distinctly
in her ear:

“Is it a crime what I have done?”

The fit then passed immediately and never would
return.   She sagged into the old woman’s arms.  She
gulped and gasped for breath.  She cried out hoarsely as
the spittle flew:

“It is so beautiful!  It is all so beautiful!  There
is such courage!  What is good is done!”

And in that moment she had chosen priesthood
far beyond all else.

~~~~
And in the novel, after this  flashback the Holy March
will reach the distant hills.
~~~~
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Chapter 28: Tarot Card Spreads

The first time i had a Tarot reading was in 1978,
then i began reading for myself and friends in 1979.

Back then,  here  in  the  US,  readers  always  used
card spreads, and almost always the same one.  That has
changed for the better.

Nowadays you very often do what i call a Ques-
tion Shuffle, which is what it sounds like.

You take the deck in your hands and get your ques-
tion clearly and vividly in mind.  You shuffle thru the
deck until a card tells your hands it's the one to answer
the question, and you read it.

You can then continue for several questions in
succession, like a conversation, laying the chosen cards
on the table in front of you.  But you abso lutely must
stop before you start forgetting what the questions were.
If you forget the questions, it crumbles into dust.

More rarely you might do what i call a Question-
less Shuffle.  As you'd guess, it's the same except the thing
you have vividly in mind is not a question.  Instead, it's a
strong wish for the deck to tell you something it thinks
you should know.
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I only do this with decks i trust and use a lot, but
i find it's sometimes very helpful.  Also it strengthens
that deck's status as your friend.

But let's go back to 1978 and 1979.  There was
always a spread, and almost always the same spread.  It's
because of the great Rider-Waite deck most of us were
learning from.

That is a very great deck, extremely innovative in
some ways, but in other ways steeped in the authority
of tradition.  In particular, the pictures are both easy to
understand and complex.  What  they look like most is
designs for stage performances.  And in fact, the artist
also drew designs for stage performances.

So what was the problem?  An embarrassment of
riches.  They generously loaded the little fine-print booklet
with detailed meanings of the cards, including “reversed”
of course, only leaving room to teach one spread.

They picked an excellent spread and documented
it fully in a tiny drawing with even finer print.

It's called the Celtic Cross.  It gives a complete
look at your situation at this moment of your life.  It is
10 cards laid carefully in precise positions, each posi -
tion relating to a certain aspect of your situation.

What's revealed by the cards of the Celtic Cross:

The card in position 1: Your present
2: Your challenge
3: Your past.
4: Your future
5: What's above you
6: What's below you
7: Advice for you
8: External influences on you
9: Your hopes and/or fears

10: Your situation's outcome.
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And obviously, compared with a Question Shuffle
conversation, it has the great advantage that you don't
forget what each card's question was.  You see that by a
card's location in the pattern.

Very good for what it's good for, but in effect you
must always ask the same question: “What is my whole
situation in life?”

But a few readers did know other spreads.  For one
thing,  books containing spreads  were beginning to  be
published.  And certainly, as we slowly gained confidence,
we cautiously began inventing them.

At some point here, speaking of card position in a
spread, i must mention a full deck spread traditionally used
by Roma people within their community.  I've seen it one
time in a class given by a Roma lady.

As  my teacher  demonstrated:   After  thoroughly
shuffling the deck, you lay it all out, from left to right
and top to bottom, on a square table.  This is a picture
of your community.

And you don't read individual cards, you read their
relationships with each other.  For example, as she des-
cribed it, you find the cards with pictures of people on
them and figure out what the people are looking at.

Of course it was significant if something was close
to another thing or far from it.  The location of things
toward north, south, east, and west had meaning, as did
location toward the center or toward the edge.

She said you would leave it there on the table for 
hours and community members would examine it.

But this exquisite Roma method was a private thing
with scant influence on readers at large.  So let's return
to the chronological narrative.

I was an example of readers loosening up.  I recall
developing rectangular spreads, a few cards wide and more
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cards tall.  I was a software engineer and a frequent part
of my work was designing printouts like that.

I remember being amazed that the cards would
comply with your design if you just kept your design
clearly in  mind during the reading.   That  was setting
me free.

Let me mention the Singing Fish.  They seem to
be an exception when it comes to spreads, although they
are pretty new and this is just my experience so far.

To begin with, far more than most cards, to your
eyes they look like natural objects, perhaps even living
things, perhaps even real fish.

They are square, a naturalistic shape, many with
pictures that look like naturalistic textures, and printed
right to the edge.  Real fish don't have borders.

So your eyes can believe they are talking to you,
so they can easily tell you stories.

I think the Singing Fish are happiest in a spread
of only 3 cards, with a 4th card optional.  I call it their
Basic Layout:

You ask a question; they will answer with a little
story consisting of Beginning : Middle : End.

You draw 3 or 4 Singing Fish cards:
1: The present or near future.
2: The middle-distance future.
3: The final outcome.
4: Optional: Start or summary of your next story.

And every card's meaning is printed on its back.
You turn one over.

There you'll find a complete scene from your story
told in Narrative Verse, set in Text Art that divides it into
phrases much like natural speech.
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I call that the Basic Layout of the Singing Fish.

I also have developed a 3 x 3 square:

Left to right is Beginning : Middle : End.  Then,
for example:  The top row might talk about your physi -
cal health, and the middle row your love life, while the
bottom row talks about your money.  Or any such.

Also, for optional cards, try 4 cards radiating from
the corners like fibers of energy.

You can see the vast possibilities arising from
innovative card design.

Finally i'll mention a helpful practice with any card
spread.  You may find this embarrassing because it looks
like a stage magician's trick, but it works well.

Example: Card A appears in Position B.  Now you
need to merge Meaning A with Meaning B, which is some-
times bewildering.  So what to do?

Pick up Card A and press it to your forehead, with
its face against your Sixth Chakra, also called your Third
Eye.  Now simply pay attention to what you see.

Yes!  You're doing a psychic scan!!  But it's pro-
bably the world's easiest kind.  Why?  Because the card is
already trying to communicate.

Okay!  Is that enuf about card spreads?
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Chapter 29: Korean Shamanic Silks

It was a teaching theater in South Korea where
classic Korean Shamanic Dance is taught.

My visit was in my first year as a US. Army soldier,
at the starting line of my journey to become a spiritual
person.  I was an Army Postal Clerk.

The mystic truth I experienced there is very well
known in theoretical physics, but feeling it was like a
door opening for my spirit.

It’s a door I’ve been exploring beyond ever since:
Freedom from the mental tyranny of Time.

The mystical thing I discovered is: Time is super-
ficial.  Hours and minutes are not a basic fact about how
things are.

In what I saw of that great beautiful art, the smiling
dancer mostly stands in place making gestures that float
her light-weight brilliant-color geometric gleaming silken
robe thru time and space.

Her flowing robe is sewn of large squares, each
a single color  woven in a  microscopically fine glitter -
ing texture of radiant silk.
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And the color of each square looks to the mind
like a  primary color  contrasting with others,  perhaps
two dozen squares together making the robe.

Watching this you start to see a weird thing like
solid echoes of her movements, quite convincing.

It was like I saw the pattern .. 3 instants past, ..
2 instants past, .. 1 instant past, .. the pattern now, .. and
instants of the pattern into the future. ... All of it was
there and the passing of time was merely a shifting of
focus.

It  was  a  convincing  bodily  sensation  arriving
through the eyes.

Here’s some important things about all this:

1:  The  superficiality  of  Time  is  well  known to
theoretical  physics,  in fact  it’s  been a central  tenet  of
quantum physics for a long time now.

2: The thinness of Time has always been perceived
by human beings thru fine art, in a concert hall or in the
age of flute and drama by a camp fire.

3: As every great teacher has taught, mental free-
dom from the rushing days and minutes of your life is an
essential step in Answering The Calls of Spirit.

But let me add one more thing:

I  was in an imperial  army.   Local politics here
had me and my grubby comrades as overlords on our
visit to this wonderful dancing teacher.

Our US. General’s Korean minions were holding
thousands of political prisoners, just for being dissidents,
and many prisoners were from the intellectual and arts
community.

Yet we were here by invitation, doubtless by this
brilliant woman's invitation.

For our little party of grease-stained privates had
come by Army Entertainment Service bus in answer to a
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leaflet tacked on the board at an AES. Library, a leaflet
originating from this school.

And  all  of  us  now crouching  forward  welded  to
the front edge of our seats while this astonishing magic
artist dealt in mind-opening world-splitting wonders.

Me incidentally with a barrack mate’s Experimen-
tal Jazz record collection playing in my head while our
brilliant teacher went about it.

But yes, I do mean us there as overlords.

Or at least we were taught we were such in per-
vasive ways all us grubby low-rank privates could hardly
help feeling.

We having this notion of superiority just pressed
upon us in our surroundings as we went about our grubby
wasteful pointless greasy army duties.

Yet it was we privates, we, who most absolutely
refused to act like overlords.  Many true love affairs and
true marriages.
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Chapter 30:
New England Fortunetelling And Spirit Mediumship

This region has developed a distinct style of divi-
nation, based in its strong tradition of town fairs, which
can surely be traced back to Britain.

People here don't really think about it, but I did
suspect it when i first arrived, then recently began taking
it seriously.

Start with geographic context:  New England is the 
northern part of the east coast of the United States.

Thus it is our country's closest region to Europe,
across the often cold and stormy, but always narrow, North
Atlantic Ocean.

Furthermore, there's an arc of islands and peninsulas
crossing that ocean:  Nova Scotia, Labrador, Greenland,
Iceland, and Scandinavia.  The northern British Isles are
on that navigation route too.

So in historical times, meaning since Columbus,
this was our country's first region thickly settled by Euro-
peans, meaning the British.  And before that, there's no
reasonable doubt that Humans were crossing that water
for a long time.
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And yet, apparently British Magic was never here,
or was forgotten.  Well, let's look at the propaganda:

In New England we are often told of the infamous
Salem Witch Lynching Panic back in 1692 & 1693, perpe-
trated by religious fanatics mis-called Puritans.  It was
truly horrific.
~~~~
Wikipedia: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salem_witch_trials 
~~~~

But I have had the honor of teaching as a volun-
teer at one of New England’s great history museums.  And 
there i learned a lot more about that situation.

~~~~
The Museum: https://www.osv.org 
~~~~

Actually the “Puritan” fanatics were a tiny min-
ority of the English who sailed here in those years, and
OF COURSE the others brought their Folk Magic with
them.  WHY NOT?
~~~~
Museum Artifact: Fate card game circa 1800:
https://collections.osv.org/object-22-7-4a-zz
~~~~

New England Tarot precursor cards 1800 !!

Those homemade cards were called  "The Game
Of Fate" and were played at least from 1800, soon after
the  country's  independence,  with other  examples  later.
It was played by young people courting.

Considered perfectly respectable, the homemade
Game Of Fate was 100% Sexual Innuendo.  It was a game
played by young people around a parlor table, probably
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with their adults spying eagle-eyed from the kitchen, to
find your perfect marriage sex partner.

That's folk magic!

But that's at home in your parlor.  So what was I
saying about town fairs?

Today in New England the summers and autumns
are still full of small town fairs, each being a weekend
chosen by a town.

They feature a small musical parade with fun cos-
tumes, tents in a field selling local produce, agricul tural
displays, speeches, and baseball.  They're very nice.  Many
or most are called “Old Home Days”.

But guess what?:  Old Home Days is actually a
Reform Movement from the 1890's.

Before that there were “Corn Days”.  They featured
rowdy drunken picnics with tents.  Participants dressed in
faux Native costume, and had faux Pagan ceremonies,
bawdy amateur comedy, pugilistic foot races, and turkey
shoots.  But all that fell to the social reformers.

I bet you $10 bucks they had fortunetellers!  Maybe
some temporarily (or truthfully) claimed Native heritage.

Today's psychic fairs in New England are almost
all separate from town fairs, but they still have distinctive
regional customs.  It's mainly evolved to insure the custo-
mer gets what they want, and gets a fair deal.

For example, the client's cash or ticket stays on the
table, in their easy reach under a paper weight, so they
can snatch it back IF, at any time, in any way, you fail to
satisfy.   That may seem harsh but it certainly corrects
the power imbalance.

Another constant feature here is a limited repertoire
of divination methods requested by the clients.  There are
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only three kinds of readings they ask for.  For example,
readers who love crystals will often have a ball on the
table, but it's for themselves.

(This is my experience and others may disagree.)

In summary: The most requested service by far is
Tarot reading.  Of course that's no surprise, as it's our
whole culture's favorite kind of divination.

Then second most requested is a very brief chat
with  a  departed  loved one.   Third is  whatever  kind of
hand reading you practice.

For example, i've never had a request for a past life
reading, astrological advice, or my beloved I Ching.  I
faithfully bring my I Ching kit but i'm disappointed time
after time.

It's good they never ask for astrology as i'm hope-
less at it.  That used to be a problem because traditional
palm reading relates the planets to the parts of your hand,
and that is requested.  I took some training and was hope-
less at that too.

So what did i do?  Obviously: I devised Oriental
Hand Reading.  Why not?  Yes, it can be very helpful to a
client, but it's not even for the same purpose.  They lay
their palms on my fingertips and i do a psychic scan of
their Chi Meridians, looking for physical problems.

Somehow that doesn't matter.  A client sits down
and requests traditional palm reading.  I timidly explain
my substitute.  They are happy and request that instead.
For it works well for what it's for; and it fulfills the local
tradition of doing something with their hands.

Similarly: Before Tarot was popular, playing cards
were used.  Before our current form of spirit mediumship,
perhaps Native spirits were called for prophecy.

But let me get back to the brief Spirit Medium ses-
sions we do now:  Within the strict time limits of a psychic
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fair, you facilitate a quick chat between Client and their
deceased loved one, if possible.

Obviously it's not always possible there.

For one thing, some spirits don't know the custo-
mary process, about the need to identify themselves, and
don't respond quickly to coaching.

And obviously a fair attracts spirits who just come
for the fair.  You'll be calling somebody's dead loved one,
then someone claims it's them and starts cracking jokes.
I always try to be firm but polite.

Then the thing truly frustrating to me is so-called
“cloudy atmosphere”.  It's like a blanket of utter silence,
and sometimes lasts all day.  But it feels like you might
easily dispel it from an enclosed room.

Of course when a Spirit Medium session doesn't
work the client gets their money back, or else their time
starts over and they choose some other reading.

But still,  it  sometimes seems quite clumsy and
ridiculous to offer.

So let's look at the history.

First:  Speaking with the dead, by many various
methods, has always been needed by Humans everywhere.
They have a right to it so we must offer it if we can.

Then look at its history in our culture:

Our manifestation of it is called "Spiritualism".
That began in a cultural region called the New England
Diaspora, specifically in nearby Upstate New York.

Spiritualism was founded by the controversial Fox
Sisters in 1849.  Due to its sure knowledge of spiritual
freedom, it became a leftist political movement as well,
and soon spread to New England itself.

Now let  me state that i consider Spiritualism a
very fine thing indeed, and tell you why.  Not surprisingly,
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this has to do with the leftist politics.

Very soon after the movement's founding, in 1861,
the US. Civil War began with horrifying mass casualties,
and with New England firm on the anti-slavery side.

Soon Spiritualists  here  stood to  duty,  bringing
together the multitude of dead soldiers with their living
loved ones.

I simply must guess that our custom of the brief
session began with their work.

Still, the time pressure can be hard.  At the last fair
i worked, a spirit was standing right there, but they didn't
know what to do and wandered off.
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Chapter 31: Opening To Compassion

I recommend compassion.  What is the meaning of
this peculiar word com-passion?  It is a passion with- and
not about- our fellows.  And a passion is a feeling, deep
beyond our other feelings, which we know we must trust
and obey.

Compassion is a knowledge that there is no blame
because, beneath all outward circumstances, there is only
simply innocence.

The deepest stirrings in our soul, when we gaze
clearly into our soul, are the same forces felt by all our
fellow beings.  So forgiveness is a wiser choice, a choice
with more truth in it, a choice with more understanding
of ourselves in it, than blame.

If in clear judgment we must act for other’s rights,
speak truth to haughty power for the future’s sake, or call
injustice by its name so cruel greed will stand unmasked
before the world, and justice done, then we will do all
that indeed with all our strength, but we will do all that
for love and not for hate.
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There is a strange transformation in our sense of
beauty too, in our instinctive judgments, during moments
while we hold to compassion.

Perhaps that is because beauty and ugliness seem 
microscopically mingled throughout everything, so that
their tension becomes a source of infinite wonder.

We may, like Van Gogh, weep at the drama of a
worn out pair of shoes; or, like Dr. King, sincerely preach
respect for the humanity inside evil-doing people.  For
compassion is the sublime conviction that it is always
ME there.

And compassion is natural for human beings.  This
is a state of mind our human race evolved by living all
together here on Earth, not a state of mind only for saints
and geniuses.

Compassion has immense value for us all because
it lets us make peace with one another, just by accepting
and believing a  vast  reality which stands  outside our
self-protection.

Logically, that shows that it is deeply realistic.

For indeed, the tremendous fascinating mystery
which we can easily see each time we look out at this
world, looks back at us too, and it beholds us with an
infinite number of eyes.

From all of this,  I think we must strive toward
justice with humility.
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Chapter 32: Thank You For Your Trust

Dear Reader, there’s something I always say at the
end of a Tarot reading, no matter how it went.

You see, my first time working in a roadside psychic
fair, I got a good lesson from a little child, and as a result
I have my customary saying:

“Thank you for your trust.”

It’s such a beautiful way to end a reading that I
soon began saying it without fail:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TRUST.

But for a brief period I was in turmoil, bewild -
ered what to say or think or do after a reading, until a
little child ran up and taught me.

Little  child  at  a 1980’s  psychic fair,  a  child  OF
that sort of thing obviously, of 1980’s Hippie USA.

Runs up to  me at  my sparse little  table  where I
was desperately reading cards for MYSELF, all spread
out in a state of grief, and child runs up beside me.
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I was desperately trying to critique my perform-
ance with the prior client who had just left, for they left
with some Small Bills of THEIRS now in MY pocket.

Surely, I was standing in my bewildered grief in
a 1980's Dharma Gate.

So this Bacchic Child runs up and becomes Casta-
neda Sethian Co-Creator of a Dada Frodo Moment, when I
escaped from Mordor and won a Customary Wise Saying.
Yes, this transition was a story of my time.

A true story, but it sounds Ancient Greek:  A child,
clad in bells and feathers possibly, runs up and points to a
few specific cards of MY spread.  For unknown reasons,
and to my confusion, asks what those cards mean.

My whole life and creative soul so far were on that
table  spread in heaps,  after  young years  guilty at  my
country’s wars, unworthy of young woman’s love.

But now finally i'm free:  In my hands before my
eyes is MY OWN TAROT, my designs made from ALL
of that so far, me now searching for the answer to it all.

So Child runs up and, for their unrevealed personal
reasons, asks of some, not others.

But it doesn't matter which cards got pointed at.
To me they flashed, as I recall, like a summary of that
moment, but that didn’t really matter.

The Koan Point of it, as I recall, was really this:
It was some specific cards, not others.

Meaning: Suddenly life has meaning.

So bid your ghosts a VERY fond farewell, expand
your Self into your Soul now, and face the moment NOW,
a sudden WAKE UP reading.
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And finally this  story's  point  is:  If  you're  ready
to learn, you can learn from the emptiness of the air.

For by the time I’d barely glimpsed that reading,
the child looked up and waved to friends, …

Me: What to say that could possibly be fitting?

Me: Projecting words as Child runs away:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TRUST.
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Chapter 33:
Rider Waite Tarot, Golden Dawn, Modern Druids

~~~~
First, for your research, some Wikipedia articles:

Rider Waite Tarot:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rider%E2%80%93Waite
_tarot_deck

Order Of The Golden Dawn:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermetic_Order_of_the_
Golden_Dawn

Modern Druidry:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Druidry_(modern)  

Victorian Age:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victorian_era

~~~~

But why is  the Wikipedia article  for  Britain's
Victorian Age considered pertinent?  

Answer: That culture saturates our subject.
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For a fundamental mystery about that era is:

Someone  essentially  named  “Victory”  was  not
only heir to King Arthur and the Queen of Stonehenge,
but also, for much of her very long life, Empress of India
and Conqueror of Egypt.

Surely a unique confluence of magics!

I'm guessing: To a knowing eye, surely that con-
fluence of ancient mighty magics must explain why the
Rider-Waite, the most original British Tarot of the era,
was made to look like it looks.  And That deck was made
as equipment for a Golden Dawn.

What???  Interesting?  Yes!  No.  Maybe??

Who can say today?

For that's what it's like reaching back, stitching
your present mind into the verdant, rich, well evolved,
thickly grown, worldwide tapestry of  Human Magic.

Perhaps it's better to go forward?
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Chapter 34: Creativity From Within

We step out in new directions. We turn our minds
and hands to new tasks that we choose for ourselves and
we choose work that is hard.

Now suddenly this is another way to seek the truth
for this is work that blossoms from our inner selves and
shows us to our selves, yet also presses out against the
boundaries of what is real, to tell us about the world.

May I describe a piece of video? I saw it once. A
short documentary, very rare, an anthropology field res-
earch recording really, about twenty minutes, observing
two spirit doctors in Central America. Very interesting.
This is true.

The soundtrack and color are poor. Occasionally
we hear some English from a local translator who is on-
screen now and then, or from the anthropologist who is
managing the camera and therefore invisible to us, a sort
of ghostly presence.

We find ourselves in a tiny village, very old, been
there for ages, quite traditional, in a thickly wooded valley.
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As we quickly learn, there is a branch of medical
care that’s still done here by normal human practice. Every-
one is going to act like everything we’re going to see is
very normal and commonplace.

Nothing is surprising except perhaps a few things
near the end.

Spirit doctor #1, with a patient, inside a dark but
spacious hut.  A tiny fire is thinly veiling the wide dark
room with smoke.  The female patient lies on a blanket on
the earthen floor, attentive but silent and as profoundly
calm as if this were a Reiki session.

The practitioner, a shaman, in this case an active
wiry man in middle age, devotes himself to dancing round
the patient, shuffling really, making music with a rattle
and his voice.  He has a slow rhythmic insistent repeti -
tious song.  It’s obviously a powerful tool for deep hyp-
nosis and he behaves as though in ecstasy.

Outdoors now.  Time has passed.

Arrives now doctor #2, actually at this time a young
man seeking the vocation, a stranger from a distant place,
walked for miles on forest tracks to introduce himself
quite cautiously to #1 who is frankly skeptical and am-
used.  He’s not a doctor yet but has come here in hopes
to get himself changed into one.  They talk.

In the forest: #1 and a couple of merry sidekicks,
maybe sons or nephews, have got #2 tied up to a tree.
His elbows are pulled around behind and he’s asking if
this really is all necessary.

The old gent assures him that it is, oh yes oh yes
oh yes, so the butterflies will come during the night and
teach him his song.
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The fellow seems a little reassured but then appar-

ently there’s a kind of giant ant in those parts and at the
old guy’s demonstration these two laughing sidekicks

start picking up these big insects off the ground and pinch-
ing them very carefully in fingertips so their jaws will

open and they’re hanging these venomous little poison
clamps on the fellow’s tender flesh.

The old guy does one nipple first and soon we see
they’ve got these things hanging off his nipples, lips, ears

and eyelids even.  There’s about a dozen of them.  It's
apparently a psychoactive drug but the lack of any quick

intoxication leads me to guess this divination actually
requires the diviner's ability to self-induce a trance.

The fellow’s squirming now with gritted teeth so
the old gent takes a serious approach and assures him very

seriously, oh yes oh yes oh yes, now the butterflies will
come during the night and teach him his song.  Watch for

the butterflies, he says in parting.

Cut to morning.  Young #2 seems quite refreshed. 

The sidekicks are taking off his rope and he limbers up.
The old gent asks a little fearfully if the butterflies came.

The fellow frankly seems a trifle bitter at the ques-
tion;  No, he says, it was the toucan birds.  Toucan birds?

the old guy asks in some surprise.  The fellow only grunts
in answer.

I looked it up and toucan birds are said to croak
like frogs.

Back  in  the  treatment  room.   Wide  dark  space
again thinly veiled with smoke.  Again the total calm

except that now there is an energy and pride in the old
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man’s steps we did not see before as he dances chanting

round his patient.

There is another patient on the earthen floor, over
there, and there the new shaman takes his rattle from a
leather bag and now begins his version of the usual rou-
tine, in utter easy confidence, with a different song.

That is creativity from within.
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Chapter 35: Illyrian Women
~~~~
Let's return to Europe, if we may, for a reconstruction of
an ancient female ritual of divination for healing.
..  This poem is from a short historical novel "The Illyrian
Women",  set  in  a large farming community  of  the late
Roman Empire.
..  Local priestesses there, women of the old Eleusis trad-
ition, desperately seek aid and guidance for a healing, for
a host of terrible disasters, typical of the crumbling and
corrupt Late Roman Empire, that are now destroying their
ancient community.
~~~~

The tambourines had come out of the basket first.

One of the women stayed there in the cave

on this side of infinity and sang a song

so

they would not be lost and then the rest

flew off or swam or ran or climbed

(I cannot tell)

far off
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beyond our human realm
onto a certain distant mountain peak

or craggy island.

There they set a camp and sang
and danced and struck

their little jangling drums
and launched away their one Chief Priestess

higher, deeper, farther still.

All this was something their mothers' mothers
did here in a different time of desperation,

and others now and then before.

So then they sang and danced
and played their tambourines

and prayed as hard as
they had ever prayed.

And then at length, at weary length,
just as they hoped,

the divine voice of their Great Goddess
came blowing through them like a hurricane.

Their Chief Priestess shot back by them
like a bird before a gale,

or like an arrow from the bow of Heaven.

And they were seized up too
and flung back to the cave

from which they all had come.

The burly one who stayed and sang,
she was still there clutching

at the rocky floor and screaming
her single note to guide them home.
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So then the bread and wine

 came from the hamper.

~~~~
That is speculative.  But it is a careful reconstruction set
among real events of the Roman Empire dissolving.

.. In my recreation their ritual is indeed successful:  A
healing Shrine will be built:  A wall will hide their cave,
and their pond and tree outside, and a garden.  A small
chapel will be built.

.. Then for centuries pilgrims will come for healing in the
sacred water they have conjured, coming there past the
Roman Empire's fall, long into the new Medieval Age of
a Europe they are birthing.

.. I respectfully suggest that Modern Pagans might use
this reconstruction in their workings.

~~~~
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Chapter 36: Withdrawal Of Consent

Here is the desperate struggle
for freedom of mind.

Around nineteen-eighty:
Back then, we were in a time of lies,

lies on a very wide yet pervasively intimate scale,
as though lies were the air you breathed.

I’ll tell you one example of those times that
infuriated me:

My fellow citizens
were mostly still in love with

our US. National Propaganda Lies, and so there
was a NONSENSE QUESTION you could ask.

You could ask Ms or Mister Citizen this:

“Do you think America
is the greatest country in the world?”

Nonsense on its face of course.

To rationally reply, just to start,
they must apply some greatness score

to every country in the world.
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Then if this is somehow done, and
if US. wins the tip top score,

still, how to reach the actual meaning?

For we know what is meant:
America is good and noble by its nature,

and good inherently in the world’s nature.
So how that?

But if the citizen shall judge
this inference is done,

the logic leads to
MARVELOUS CONCLUSIONS.

For if the logic can be proved, or is assumed,
then it confirms a pleasant feeling dawning

temptingly as the preferred conclusion
is approached.

For the climax of the thought is this:
Them and their nation

righteously dreaming, forcefully leading,
sunshiny gleaming, envy of the world;

And by encanting this, they feel themselves
now standing with

MASTERFUL SUNSHINY GENEROUS GODS.

So every American I asked …
“Do you think America

is the greatest country in the world?”
with very rare exception,

would actually do exactly this:
Listen to my question,

Think momentarily,
and see the difficulties of the question,
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cravenly

DECIDE TO ABANDON THOUGHT,

(and shrug often,)

and answer:

“Yes, I think America is the

greatest country in the world.”

Too frail

to dare traverse

a shadow of a doubt,

these my fellow citizens.

They were doing this even after the horrors

of the very horrid Vietnam War that were

just recently gone by,

VAST horrors done

by OUR soldiers from the very start of it,

and repeated constantly with increasing

pitch of desperation right to the end;

Horrors done mostly by public order of our generals,

in fulfillment of our government’s public policies,

and constantly reported clearly in the daily news;

Yes it was even then after those long recent years of

vast and quite intentional EVIL, that enormous spasm

of pointless furious insane destruction,

it was then in nineteen-eighty,

And I was finding most Americans still somehow

clung to their cherished lie that our country,

unlike most other countries,

IS NOBLE AND DOES GOOD; My fellow citizens.
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(And one among the dead a friend.  We men young

together there were waiting;  He among us chosen

of the war machine and carried to the perpetration;

He the murdered by the war machine, promptly

murdered;  Us friends waiting;  Us one letter

back from him, full of scribbled horrors;

Then he’s dead.

That long ago by then;

Dead in summer nineteen-seventy.)

FAST FORWARD: TWENTY-ELEVEN;

Thirty years more or less,

and every one of them a year of startling surprises.

TWO THOUSAND AND ELEVEN.  Me.  Night.

A city night.

An electric glaring night of shadowed darkness

here behind us where we stand,

but blazing penetrating light across the street.

We standing here - a large but unknown number of us

- stood far out to left and right, all three ranks deep,

but crowding close to hold each other up

against the blaring light

- are, in military fact, actually

a voluntary UNARMED citizen militia,

well disciplined by our ideals and ready; Waiting.

Our drummers drumming loud and fast.  Food and

water being passed; Waiting for the Boston Police to

cross the street in line abreast,

and take the park.
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The park, the Occupy encampment.

The tiny liberated zone.

The tiny zone of real democracy, of real news,

real education;

The zone of reality and courage.

Me a visitor tonight.  Me with others

come racing in a car tonight to make this muster;

Come racing from our smaller city’s camp where we

are fully occupied with our own version of the struggle.

ME OLD MAN BY THEN, but out in front to show

some leadership, waiting crouching on the curb;  But a

squad of drummers shove in here, so I fade back behind

the line, and find some other duty.

ME, I TAKE UP CHATTING;

Chatting.

Our fellow citizens, some of them, have come to stroll

about behind our line and they want chatting.

I hail one: “Hi”.

This one a man the age that I once was.

In that electric shadowed, thrumming, rhythm dark

he does approach; Is not shy, But can’t find words.

Youngish, so-called white; Clean and warmly dressed

this cool night.

He is not shy but fuddled, confused; 

trying seriously to think,

but can’t find terms.
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Clearly sees the movement of these souls,

clearly sympathizes,

but yet cannot see why.

He seems to seem to himself:

Cloudy, drifty, and opaque.

ME, I GUESS I’LL CLARIFY HIM.

Me, i guess i’ll put the question.

“Can i ask you something?” (Sarcastically?)

(Ironically?)

Uncertainly: “? OKAY ?”

“Do you think America is ..

the greatest country in the world?”

Mister US. Citizen: He hesitates;

He hems and haws, haws and hems,

almost makes a little dance,

offers something,

takes it back.

Then, at last, finally his countenance at last,

his countenance portrays as if perhaps,

as if a useful thought has found him.

So now at last

at long long weary last

PRAISE ANY GOD YOU WISH

FINALLY

He does not answer.

 In a dharma gate.
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Chapter 37: Carl Jung And I Ching

In making this book, first i gathered up my thoughts
and wrote Chapter 1, where i introduce myself to you.
Then, based on that, i sketched a list of chapters, and this
was one of them.

So I went to work till finally all the rest had been
completed,  several  others added too,  leaving this  page
empty except its title.  For i doubted my competence to
write this chapter.  Yesterday i removed it from the manu-
script.

Now i've moved this chapter to where it belongs,
at my book's end, but its focus remains unchanged:

In 1948 and '49 the first full and complete English
translation of the I Ching was prepared.  When it was ready,
the greatest modern philosopher of European Magic wrote
its forward.  And to do that he did a legendary thing.

Legendary?  I myself have treated what Jung did as
legendary, recounting it to magic students several times,
always gaining their surprise and admiration.

Now, this morning, i'm finally re-reading what he
wrote, and now i know how to tell you the story:
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The wonderful I Ching they worked from was in

the German language, translated from Chinese by an anti-
imperialist German scholar, a true Spiritual Seeker, one

of that period's many anti-imperial German intellectuals
in struggle, long dead of the struggle by 1949.

Jung was his friend, and a German-speaking citi-
zen of the high-mountain republic Switzerland.  Not only

an esoteric free thinker, prone to ecstatic reveries, he was
also a medical doctor, grown old by 1949.

And in the recent war years old Jung had stood to
duty in the Swiss Army Medical Corps, opposing the havoc

of Hitler's bloody doomed attempt at world conquest.

~~~
PLEASE NOTE:
In 1949 Jung was old and wise; i was a toddling child; .. 
He'd been a Medical officer amid peaks of mountains  
where i'd serve later; .. As a sub-officer corpsman in 
the foothills. .. And there's more: .. His country was 
neutral in the Nazi War, so their army stood on 
constant guard in mountain fortresses. ..
My army held a slack guard above a river plain, in 
uneasy peace.  Maybe we'll sing of it if we ever meet 
somewhere, maybe in Rivendell east of Eriador.*
(*from JRR. Tolkien!)
~~~~

Yes, that 200 years or so in Europe, between the

exile of Napoleon and the killing of Hitler, that genu-

inely was an epic age.

So how did Dr. Jung, the new Socrates of modern

European Magic, with Hitler finally dead at last, write

that Forward?
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Of course:

Dr. Jung performed an I Ching reading, and for
the English-speaking world he recorded what it said: 

It said: The omens are now favorable.

! Farewell !
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Chapter 38:
Postscript: So-Called Magnetic Senses

Dear Reader, with difficulty, I'm finally admitting
that truthfully saying I "see", "hear", and “feel” things you
probably never see, hear, and feel, altho this is my real
life, may seem preposterous to you.

Do you see the colors in someone's mind, or hear
the things they didn't say, or feel their future?

Why not?

Right away, I might seem ridiculous to use the word
“magnetic” for the psychic senses.  Do you think I'm
ignorant of its common meaning?  That use of the word is
centuries old, for it DESCRIBES THE SENSATION.

But with no clearer English language alternative,
I will use the word "magnetic".  At least it's vivid.

After all, I'm convinced these senses operate thru
Quantum Physics, as I explained in the book more than
once.  But I don't understand Quantum Physics any more
than you do.  Then how am I to make a clear and vivid
explanation?
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For nearly two weeks I left the manuscript alone,
hoping it would be complete without a better explanation,
but lately I've been writing a summary, and this morning
I admitted it doesn't work.

Without it, chapters like “Troubles”, and “Being
Many Voices”, and “Sunflowers”, and others, are either
unbelievable or incomprehensible to you.  You must think
i'm an obvious fraud.  The problem is language.

This “hearing” and “seeing” and “feeling” resemble
Yoga; in fact, they're strengthened by my Yoga practice.
Can't I just explain i'm a Western Yogi, which I AM?  No,
because I don't have that scholarly language.

The classic South Asian language Yoga scholars use
for explaining Yoga surely explains these senses too, but
its way of making words for complex concepts resembles
German or Polynesian.  That doesn't help.

But wait: With the worldwide melding of cultures
in this age, many Shamanic concepts have been given clear
vivid English words.

So can I use those Shamanic terms to explain the
psychic senses?  Plus whatever scraps of Quantum Physics
you and I think we know?  Why not?

Can it be convincing too?

I'll try:

Our species has a rich treasure of complex instinc-
tive roles, gifts from our ancestors and other species among
whom we evolved.  Some of our roles - Shaman, Artist,
others - evolved an awareness of Quantum Physics.

The Shamanic Landscape, populated with a myriad
of weird beings, is such a human’s visualization of the
universe,  which is full of quantum-physical conscious
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substances, which talk inter-psychically and trans-chrono-
logically by touching mentally.

Such things as cards, conscious too, can tell us of
things faraway in space and time, and beyond apparent
boundaries, by sharing touch with those substances.

My friend, fare well on your journey!
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